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ANGLO-SAXON READING AID - THE “ALFRED JEWEL” IN VICTORIAN REPLICA

1. [STOCK, Elliot.][Victorian replica of the “Alfred Jewel” in silver gilt.]
[London.] [Elliot Stock for Elkington, c.1900.] Dimensions approx. 6cm x 3cm. Silver-gilt, moulded & finished
by hand, incorporating polychrome enamelled image under glass (simulating rock crystal), bordered with text
“AELFRED MEC HEHT GEWYRCAN”, finial formed as a beast head, flat verso chased with foliate design, in very
good condition.
The extraordinary Anglo-Saxon Alfred
Jewel, in gold and rock-crystal, incorporating an enamel plaque bearing an image
of a man, was discovered in Somerset in
1693 and is now housed in the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford. The bordering text,
“AELFRED MEC HEHT GEWYRCAN”,
translated as “Alfred ordered me to be
made”, suggests a connection with the
9th century reign of Alfred the Great
(848-899). It seems generally to be
agreed that the object served as a handle
for a reading pointer, or aestel. Alfred is
know to have sent out these reading
pointers to each bishopric together with a
copy of a translation of the Liber Regulae
Pastoralis of Pope Gregory the Great
(c.540-604). Several different replicas of
the jewel were produced around 1900,
the present example being one of those
commissioned by the bookseller Elliot
Stock (1838-1911) for Elkington of
London.
£3500
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FOLKLORE & ANARCHY IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND - AN ANTIQUARY’S COPY

2.
WILLIAM,
of
Newburgh.
Rerum
anglicarum
libri
quinque, recens ceu è
tenebris eruti, & in
studiosorum gratiam in
lucem dati ...
Antverpiæ, ex
Officina
Gulielmi Silvii, typographi
regii. 1567. First edition. 8vo
(10 x 15cm) [17], 519,
[24]pp., including 2 final
blank leaves, first 3 leaves with
some slight marginal fraying
not affecting text, early printed
pastedowns consisting of
fragments from a printed
sixteenth century English law
book in Anglo-Norman French
(with an early English
marginal annotation), vellum
guards consisting of medieval
manuscript fragments, flyleaf
with some early jottings
including seventeenth century
signature “C[harles]. Fairfax”,
title-page with signature “C.
Fairfax” & erased ownership
signature of “ ... Wyryley ...”,
title-page ruled in red with
large woodcut device, approx.
30 small marginal ink notes
(in 2 early hands, a few very
slightly shaved), seventeenth
century English blind-ruled
sheep (c.1650), light wear to
extremities, spine a little
rubbed but sound, a very good
copy.

First printed edition of this seminal history of England in the century after the Norman Conquest.
Compiled by William of Newburgh (1136-1198) the book covers the period from 1066 to 1198 and
remains a valuable source on the eleventh century, in particular covering the The Anarchy, the period
of lawlessness that ran from 1135 to 1153. It is also a notable source for some ancient English folklore,
including beliefs concerning revenants, animated corpses that return to haunt the living. This has led
to the book being cited as one of the earliest English sources concerning what are now described as
zombies. In addition Newburgh supplies accounts of several ghostly tales. It has been suggested that
William Turner (1509-1568) prepared this edition from a manuscript at Wells, now lost, and sent the
text to the Antwerp printer Silvius, who then omitted Turner’s preface - Silvius adding instead his own
dedication to the queen of England Elizabeth I (1533-1603) that we find printed here. This copy bears
the signature (twice) of Charles Fairfax (1597-1673), Yorkshire antiquary and parliamentary colonel
in the English Civil War, author of Analecta Fairfaxiana (1652-1660, unpublished) and collector of
manuscripts. There are approximately 30 marginal ink annotations in two hands, presumably some
penned by Fairfax, the others likely to be those of an earlier owner, a member of the Wyryley family.
Adams W187; Shaaber W104.
£850
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STAFFORDSHIRE ABBEY ON EVE OF DISSOLUTION

3. [REFORMATION.] [Lease for 70 years from 24 June 1538 at 10s 0d: William [Grafton], abbot
of Rocester in Staffordshire, with the convent, to John Forman of Marston Park [in Marston
Montgomery], Derbyshire, yeoman: a pasture called Denston Ryddynge in Somersall
[Herbert] in Derbyshire, occupied by the lessee John Forman who may take sufficient tinsel
and trowse and crop and lop the trees on the land in order to make fences.]
12 May 1538. Manuscript, ink on single sheet of vellum (approx. 29 x 28cm) in English, 25 lines, annotated [by the
Court of Augmentations?]: enrolled, large fragment of seal of Rocester abbey in red wax appended on vellum tag, small
area of marginal fraying at head of sheet not affecting text, small old stitched repair to margin at foot of sheet, old folds,
very good.

The abbey of St. Mary at Rocester in Dovedale, Staffordshire, a small house of Austin canons, was founded
between 1141 and 1146 by Richard Bacon, a nephew of Ranulph, Earl of Chester. This lease in English,
dating to 12 May 1538, was issued just before the dissolution of the abbey. Rocester was surrendered to the
Crown by abbott Grafton and eight canons in September, a pension £13 6s.8d. being assigned to the abbot.
The document bears a large fragment of the corporate seal of Rocester, showing an abbot standing in a
canopied niche. He holds a pastoral staff in his right hand and a book in his left. On either side in similar
niches are eight canons surmounted by an estoile. The Virgin, with the Child on her knee, is enthroned above
the abbot’s canopy; on either side, above the canons’ niches, are censing angels. John Forman of Marston
Montgomery, the grantee of this lease, a prosperous yeoman farmer, is recorded as purchasing the glass and
iron from St. Michael’s Chapel, Rocester, in October 1538. Penned in English during the reign of king
Henry VIII (1491-1547) this is a scarce example of a monastic lease issued during the period of the dissolution of the monasteries.
£2500
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EARLY THIRTEENTH CENTURY LINCOLNSHIRE CHARTERS

4. [LINCOLNSHIRE.] [Grant: Walter son of William de Buckebi to Robert de Hascebi two
selions of arable land in the territory of Swarby (Swarrebi) [in Lincolnshire], namely in the
fields towards the south, one upon Riholm (between the land of Adam de Buckebi and the
land of Aelric) and one upon Dudemandeile (between the land of Ralph de Stikeswald and
the land of Reynold)
.]
[Lincolnshire, c.1220.] Manuscript, ink on single sheet of vellum (18 x 11cm) 12 lines in Latin, old folds, one small hole
not affecting text, witnesses: Henry de Lasford, then dean,William the chaplain of Ounesbi, Geoffrey de Evermu, Thomas
de Silkebi, Michael de Asebi, Guy de Torp, John son of Hulf, his son Guy, Adam de Buckebi, Payn son of Ralph, very good,
with appended well-preserved green wax seal displaying a flower with eight petals: “+ SIGILL’WALTERI FILII WILLEL”.
[TOGETHER WITH]

[Grant: William son of Walter de Swarrebi to Robert de Hascebi two selions of arable land in
the territory of Swarby (Swarrebi) [in Lincolnshire] in the fields towards the north, one in
Munddelfurlang (W: Robert’s land) and one in Goseaker (between the land which belonged
to Ailbrith and the land of Osbert)
to hold of William.]
[Lincolnshire, c.1220.] Manuscript, ink on single sheet of vellum (18.5 x 11cm) 12 lines in Latin, old folds,
witnesses:William vicar of Swarby, David vicar of Osbournby (Osbernebi), Geoffrey de Evermu,Thomas de Silkebi, Michael
de Asedebi, Adam de Kellebi, John de Ingoldebi, Philip de Ounesbi, Nicholas de Notelham, Payn son of Ralph de Swarrebi,
very good with appended well-preserved green wax seal displaying a fleur-de-lys: “SIGILL’WILLELMI FILII WALTERI.”
[TOGETHER WITH]

[Quitclaim: Walter Oferthewater of Aunsby (Aseby) to William son of William de Urvile of
Walcot his right in all the tenants who are holders of the two bovates of land [in Swarby,
Lincolnshire] which Walter and his ancestors have by the gift and feoffment of William’s
ancestor Robert de Urvile, with all wards, reliefs, escheats, marriages, homages, rents of
assize, customs and services.]
[Lincolnshire.] 23 April 1316. Manuscript, ink on single sheet of vellum (24 x 10.5cm) 11 lines in Latin, old folds,
without seal, very good.
The parish of Swarby lies three miles south of Sleaford in Lincolnshire. Although the hand of the first deed
looks earlier than that of the second listed, the fact that both deeds charge the land granted with rents for
the maintenance of the same light in Swarby church suggests that they are near-contemporary, dating to
c.1220. The two seals, in excellent condition, bear very similar legends and it may be that they were created
simultaneously, perhaps even for the execution of these two charters.A third document, a quitclaim dating
to 1316, relates also to Swarby.
£1750
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SHAKESPEARE’S COUNTY
HOUSEHOLD INVENTORY FROM REIGN OF KING CHARLES I

5. [WARWICK.] An inventorye of the howsehold stuffe goods and chattells of John
Norton of the borough of Warwicke in the county of Warwicke gent deceased taken and
apprised by Edward Saunders the elder, William Harmer and Edward Saunders the
younger of the same borough and county gent[elm]en: the three & twentieth daye of
October in the eleaventh yeare of the raigne of our souvaragne lord Charles by the grace
of God kinge of England Scotland France and Ireland defender of the faith anno ... 1635.
[Warwick, 1635.] Manuscript, ink on vellum scroll (approx. 163 x 16.5cm on 2 joined membranes) in English,
scalloped at head of sheet, old folds, in a very good state of preservation.
A fine example of a manuscript household inventory from the reign of King Charles I (1600-1649), this
document, penned in English on a vellum scroll, records the goods and chattels of John Norton
(d.1635), steward and deputy recorder of the borough of Warwick. Listed by room, it details the
extensive contents of the dwelling house of a gentleman of the Caroline era, beginning: “In the hall one
drawing table and frame ... courte cubbard ... one joyned stoole ... three carpette, one cubbard cloth,
fyve cushons of a Turky worke ... a windowe cushen ... two musketts ... one calliver a sword and one
peternell ...” There follows the contents of the entire property, ranging through: “the parlor ... the little
clossett within the hall ... the buttery ... the kitchen ... the bakehowse ... the chamber over the
bakehowse ... the chamber over the kitchen ... in the little chamber within the waynescott chamber ...
in the chamber over the parlor ... in the waynscott chamber ... in the dearye ... in the seller ...”
£2500
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JACOBEAN MANUSCRIPT REPORT ON JERSEY COINAGE & CUSTOMS

6. [JERSEY.] A schedule containing a note of such orders as we have thought fitt to alter and
correct together with their alterations and corrections amongst the orders set downe by Sr.
Robert Gardner Knight and James Hussey Dr. of law his Mat.ies late Commissioners for the
Isle of Jersey.
[Jersey?, c.1607.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (23.5 x 35cm) [4] pages in English secretary hand over 2 bifolia,
manuscript docket title to verso of final leaf, old folds, a few imperceptible stains to blank verso & negligible repairs to
inner margin, unbound as issued.

In 1607 King James I (1566-1625) sent a commission to the island of Jersey headed by Sir Robert Gardiner
(1540-1620) and Dr. James Hussey (d.1626) to address “certain causes of grievance presented unto the said
commissioners by Sir John Peiton the governor.” The content here begins with concerns over coinage:
“touching the alteration and advancement of diverse species of coyne within this isle being all the proper
moneyes or coyne of the French king and not of the king of England and now pretended to be currant ...”
Other matters treated of include “officers exacting fees in receaving customes ... ministers demaund[s]
touching tithes of desarts and novalls ... [and the] Governor his arrears”. This document, penned in a
Jacobean secretary hand, presumably was penned in 1607, drawn up at the time of the commission. A rare
example of a manuscript record concerning the Jacobean administration of Jersey.
£950
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SEVENTEETH CENTURY WOMAN’S WILL WITH HOUSEHOLD INVENTORY

7. [BLAKE, Joan.] [Will of Joan Blake of Minehead, with attached “true and perfect
inventory of all ye goods and chattles of Joane Blake of Mynhead widow ...”]
[Somerset?, 29 January 1695.] ]Manuscript, ink on paper (32 x 35cm) 25 lines in English, with additional inventory
attached on single sheet of paper (15 x 35cm) & further attached ecclesiastical probate certificate on vellum (16 x 16cm)
with embossed ecclesiastical seal (Taunton) appended at foot, some light wear along old folds, very good.

A good example of a woman’s manuscript will of the late seventeenth century. Dated to 1695, Joan Blake
of Minehead in Somerset apportions ten pounds to her daughter, “one piece of gold called a Jacobus” to her
grandsons Samuel, and Thomas, and to her granddaughter Sarah Blake “on piece of Spanish gold with a
cross”. Her granddaughter Susanna Blake was to receive “one silver porringer and a silver spoon” The
attached manuscript “true and perfect inventory of all ye goods and chattles of Joane Blake of Mynhead
widow ...” listing her belongings, includes: “twelve silver spoones ... pewter ... wearing apparell ... a great
spruce chest ... a silk quilt ... two turkey carpets ... one Spanish table ... two looking glasses ...”
£850

NEW EAST INDIA COMPANY - LONDON’S FINANCIAL REVOLUTION
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8. [NEW EAST INDIA COMPANY.] Received this [14th]
day of [July] 1698 .. of [Sr. Ciriele Wych] ... the whole
sum of [two hundred pounds] being the [first] tenth
part ... subscribed ... towards ... An act for raising a
sum not exceeding two millions, upon a fund for
payment of annuities after the rate of eight pounds
per cent. per annum, and settling the trade to the
East-Indies ...
[London, 14 July 1698.] Printed receipt. Folio (24.5 x 37.5cm) [1]
page on bifolium, completed in manuscript, six signatures at foot (Sir
Henry Furnese; Sir Theodore Janssen; Joshua Martin; Sir ThomasVernon;
Sir James Bateman; Sir Gilbert Heathcote), manuscript docket title to
verso of second leaf, uncut, old folds, fine condition.

Evoking the financial revolution in London during the 1690s
under the reign of king William III (1650-1702), this fine
printed loan subscription receipt bears the signatures of leading
City of London financiers and directors of the then newlyfounded Bank of England (1694). Dated 14 July 1698, it
records a payment of two hundred pounds by Sir Cyril Wyche
(1632-1707), a tenth of his subscription towards funding for
the New East India Company under “An act for raising a sum
not exceeding two millions, upon a fund for payment of
annuities after the rate of eight pounds per cent. per annum,
and settling the trade to the East-Indies.” Signatures penned at
the foot of the sheet include those of Sir Henry Furnese (1658-1712), Sir Theodore Janssen (1658-1748) Sir
James Bateman (1660-1718) and Sir Gilbert Heathcote, all original directors of the Bank of England. The New
East India Company, or English Company Trading to the East Indies, was founded in 1698 after the monopoly
of the first company was lifted by deregulation, however the two parallel companies were dominated by many
of the same investors and went on to merge in 1708.
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY EDINBURGH TAX FOR STREET CLEANING

£750

9. [SCOTLAND.] Edinburgh the
[28] day of [March] 169[4] years.
Received from [the laird of
Niddrie five pound nynteen
shilling ...] as [his] proportion of
the money imposed upon the
inhabitants of this city ... for
cleansing the streets ... from
[Whitsunday]
169[2]
to
[Whitsunday] 169[4] As also
[three pound twelve shilling ...]
for maintainance of the poor
within the said city ...
[Edinburgh, 28 March 1694.] Printed form (21.5 x 8cm) contemporary manuscript completions, signed off by “Wm.
Carfrae”, old folds, manuscript docket title to verso, very good.
A rare seventeenth century survival, this printed receipt dated 28 March 1694 records payments made by the
Laird of Niddrie for an Edinburgh municipal tax imposed by local magistrates for “cleansing the streets”, also
noting a payment for “maintainance of the poor within the said city.” This charge seems to relate to An act for
cleansing the streets of Edinburgh (1686), passed to address “the many complaints of the nastiness of the streets,
wynds, closes and other places of the city.” No similar example traced in ESTC or elsewhere.
£450
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RESCUED ROMAN LITURGY FROM CHURCH OF NOTRE-DAME DE VERSAILLES

10. [VERSAILLES.] Rituale Romanorum Pauli V. Pontificis maximi jussu editum.
Parisiis, apud viduam Georgii Josse. 1679.“Editio novissima cum accentibus”. 4to (15 x 22cm) [6], 518pp., printed in
red & black throughout, including some printed musical notation, title-page with ink contemporary ink annotation at
head of margin “La Paroisse Royalle de Nostre Dame de Versailles 1686”, flyleaf with pencil annotation “FCatty”, very
good in contemporary French red morocco, boards panelled in gilt with central gilt device of French royal arms stamped
on both boards, all edges gilt marbled endpapers, woodcut bookplate “Cong. Miss. Dom. B. M.V.Versal.”, gilt dentelles, all
edges gilt, spine gilt in compartments with title lettered direct in gilt “Rituale Romanum”, light wear to extremities.

Finely-bound in red morocco and bearing the French royal arms in gilt on both boards, this copy of the
Rituale Romanum, the liturgical manual for Roman Catholic priests, bears both a bookplate and ink
annotation on the title-page indicating the provenance of the parish church of Notre-Dame deVersailles. The
baroque church was built on the command of Le Roi Soleil French king Louis XIV (1638-1715) by the
architect Jules Hardouin-Mansart (1646-1708) and consecrated 30 October 1686. Given that the parish
included the Palace of Versailles, the church was used to record the births, baptisms, marriages and deaths
of the French royal family. At the time of the French Revolution the church was desecrated, the contents
ransacked and the building repurposed as one of the revolutionary Temples of Reason in 1793. The
question of how this book survived the revolutionary era and travelled to England is resolved by the
ownership annotation on the flyleaf: “FCatty”. This would appear to be Louis François Catty (1759-1824)
who fled France and was resident in London by 1791. Before arrival in England he had joined the
priesthood, possibly at the Collège Mazarin, his flight to England perhaps facilitated by his father’s business
connections across the Channel. Catty is recorded as master of French at the academy for gentleman
cadets at Woolwich, anglicising his name to Lewis Francis Catty. Saved by Catty from the tumult of the
French Revolution, this is an extraordinary survival evoking the religious life of the Ancien Régime.
£4500
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FRENCH CONDUCT MANUAL FOR ENGLISH RESTORATION COURTIERS

11. [CAILLIERES, Jacques de.] The courtier’s calling: shewing the ways of making a
fortune, and the art of living at court, according to the maxims of policy & morality. In
two parts. The first concerning noblemen: the second concerning gentlemen. By a
person of honour.
London, printed by J.C. for Richard Tonson. 1675. First edition in English. 12mo (9 x 15.5cm) [12], 250, [2]pp.,
with engraved frontispiece, c.1790 engraved heraldic bookplate “In promptu” [Trotter of Mortonhall], modern book
label of “Arnold Muirhead”, flyleaf with seventeenth century ink notes including “Cost 8 pence from John Vallange
March 1694”, leaf c9 with contemporary manuscript-titled paper edge label pasted on at foot of leaf, very good in
contemporary blind-ruled sheep, light wear to extremities.
A very good copy of this rare Restoration-era conduct manual, the first edition in English translation
of Traitté de la fortune des gens de qualité ... (Paris, 1658) by Jacques de Caillières (d.1697). Offering a
French influence on fashionable Englishman, both noblemen and gentlemen, at the court of King
Charles II (1630-1685) the chapter headings supply a flavour of the content: “that persons of quality
ought to seek their fortune at Court ... The speediest way is to insinuate himself into the pleasures of
the Prince ... How dangerous it is to meddle with the amours of his master ... That great fortune often
blindes the favourite ... How we ought to behave our selves toward our enemies, and those that envy
us ... How we should supplant our hidden enemies ... That fortune cannot advance a fool ... That
marriage contributes to our fortune ... Whether money ought to be preferred before birth ... What a
gentleman ought to practice, who seeks his fortune in war ... Whether it be better to serve a very
understanding master, or one of no great merit ... That conferences are more profitable than the
reading of books ... Whether a private gentleman may play at games of hazard, and upon what account
... Of the vanity of judicial astrology ...” Wing C207B.
£2750
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DUTCH ARMINIAN BELIEFS EXPLAINED IN BROADSIDE

12. [ARMINIANS.] Tafel van de leere ende het ghevoelen der Arminianen. diemen
ghemeenlick Remonstranten noemt.
[Netherlands.] Ghedruckt in iaer onses Heeren, duysent ses hondert en achthiene. [1618.] First edition. Broadside.
Large folio (39 x 50cm) [1]p. in Dutch, black letter & roman text framed by typographic border, uncut with large
margins, some negligible wear along old folds, very good.

This rare large folio broadside of 1618 proclaims the teaching and sentiments of the Dutch Arminians,
also known as Remonstrants. This major branch of Protestantism was founded on the teachings of the
Dutch theologian Jacobus Arminius (1560-1609) of Leiden. Printed in 1618 the broadside was issued
during the flurry of theological pamphlets printed around the convening of the Synod of Dort (16189), a meeting of European Calvinist theologians, including delegates from the Church of England and
Church of Scotland, organised to consider the controversy around Arminian theology. Despite the
eventual judgements of the synod in rejecting Arminianism, the doctrines of Arminius were embraced
by and influenced later Protestant theology, including the Methodism of John Wesley (1703-1791).
OCLC locates 2 copies only (Royal Library of the Netherlands; Amsterdam University Library).

£2500
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SIXTEENTH CENTURY DUTCH COMMODITIES
TAXED BY COOPERAGE

13. [DUTCH TRADE.] Ordonnantie waer nae ten
behoeve vande ghemeene sake binnen den
landen van Hollandt ende West-Vrieslant ...
verpacht ende gheheven sal worden den impost
op de ronde mate van alle de waren ... ingaende
den eersten octobris sesthienhondert toecommende ...
[‘s Gravenhage, Aelbrecht Hendricsz. 1600.] First edition.
Broadside. Large folio (35 x 46) [1]p. in black letter in Dutch,
large woodcut inital letter, slight toning to vertical and
horizontal folds, uncut edges, some dustiness to blank verso, very
good.

Printed in 1600 in Holland in The Hague, the administrative capital of the Dutch States General, this black
letter broadside in Dutch lists regulations and taxes
charged in Holland and West Friesland for cooperage,
levied on the circular dimensions of barrels, on different
goods including wheat, barley, spelt, malt, shoemakers
bark and hemp seed.

OCLC locates 1 copy only (Museum Plantin-Moretus,
Antwerp).
£650
FIRST ANGLO-DUTCH WAR - MANIFESTO FOR
MODERNISING DUTCH NAVY

14. [ANGLO-DUTCH WAR.] Raedt, om den Staet,
Eer’t te laet, is uyt’t quaet, Metter daet, soo men’t
vaet, en aengaet, te doen baet: uyt liefde door een
Patriot ten beste van ‘t Lant, Getoetst door de
reden, en gekoockt in’t Verstant.
[Netherlands, 1652.] First edition? Broadside. Folio (26.5 x
35cm) [1] p. printed in two columns in Dutch, mostly in black
letter, old folds, negligible area of fraying along one edge (not
touching text), old central fold, very good.

In a jocular style this rare broadside of 1652 offers a
commentary on Dutch strategy during the First AngloDutch War (1652-1654), a sea war between The
Commonwealth of England headed by Oliver Cromwell
(1599-1658) and the United Provinces of the
Netherlands. The conflict was underpinned by
commercial rivalries, in particular in the East and West
Indies. The anonymous author here includes a twelve
point manifesto for improving the efficacy of the Dutch
navy and progress of the war, with suggestions including
targeting the Calais packet boat to cut English communications, building more ships, bringing in advance pay for
sailors and introducing care for naval widows and orphans.
OCLC locates 1 copy only (International Institute of
Social History, Amsterdam).
£750
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FIRST ENGLISH POEM WRITTEN IN SWEDEN - PENNED BY SCOTTISH SCHOOLMASTER

15. RUDBECKIUS, Johannes. Een christeligh lijkpredikan, hållin uthi then
ährewyrdigheste, höghlärde och nw salighe hoos gudh herrens och fadherens D. Petri
Kenicii arche biskops uthi Upsala begraffning ...
Västeras, Peder Erickson Wald. 1637. First edition. 4to (14 x 16.5cm) [40]pp., title-page within typographic border,
tiny paper repair to margin of title-page not touching text, a few negligible water stains, a few lines with contemporary
underlining in ink, some very light paper toning, unbound.
This sermon praising Petrus Kenicius (1555-1636), archbishop of Uppsala in Sweden, compares him to
Abraham, with ten pages of stories concerning his character. The pamphlet finishes with several poems in
Greek, Hebrew, German and also a poem written in both English and Greek by the Scottish schoolmaster
James Guthrie (1602-1661), born in Montrose, teacher of Greek and logic at Våsteras school and himself
a former pupil of Rudbeckius. This has been considered to be the earliest known English poem to have
been written in Sweden.
OCLC locates 1 copy only (National Library of Scotland).

£750
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MANUSCRIPT POEM PENNED TO PROMINENT RELIGIOUS WRITER

16. HUTTON, Charles. [Autograph letter signed to Robert Nelson, thanking him for
sending a book, with queries concerning the Athanasian Creed and other doctrinal
matters, also including a poem titled “On the feast of circumcision ...”]
Uplime, 17 February 1707. Autograph letter signed, ink on paper. 4to (16 x 21cm) [2] pages on bifolium, verso
with manuscript address panel & autograph ink annotation by Nelson to verso summarising content, some negligible fraying to upper edge of margin not touching text, remains of red wax seal, old folds, very good.

Charles Hutton (b.1653), rector of Uplime, Dorset, writes 17 February 1707 to the philanthropist
and religious writer Robert Nelson (1656-1715), a prominent nonjuror and prolific author known
in particular for A companion for the festivals and fasts of the Church of England: with collects and prayers for
each solemnity (London, 1704). Hutton begins with fulsome thanks for a book that Nelson had sent,
then entering into some detailed theological queries which have been summarised on the verso of
the letter in an ink note by Nelson, penned presumably on receipt: “Contains two queries. Why two
saints are commemorated on one festival, as St. Philip & St. James ... & why the Athanasian Creed
is ordered to be read on some days and not others.” Of particular interest is the eighteen line poem
penned by Hutton titled “On the feast of circumcision, or New years day 1707”, beginning “What
wondrous sight is this mine eyes behold! God-man, eternity but eight days old ...” One of Hutton’s
sermons had in fact been printed some twenty years before: The rebels text opened ... (London, 1686)
.
£650
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ENGLISH JESUIT’S INFLUENTIAL POLEMIC IN FRENCH TRANSLATION

17. KEYNES, John. Le guide des croyans, ou
Méthode polémique ... pour convaincre
clairement, solidement & en peu de mots tous
ceux qui sont éloignez de la veritable religion
...
A S[aint-]. Omer, chez Louys Carlier. 1688. First edition in
French. 8vo (11 x 16.5cm) [20], 169, [3]pp., including final
errata leaf, title-page with old ink ownership inscription at
head “ ... Lemare [?]”, heraldic bookplate “Justin Deschamps de
Pas”, floral pastedowns, very good in contemporary mottled calf,
spine gilt in compartments, titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

First edition in French translation, very rare, of the
influential Anglo-Catholic treatise A rational, compendious way to convince, without any dispute, all persons
whatsoever, dissenting from the true religion
([London],1674) by the English Jesuit controvesialist
John Keynes (1624-1697). From 1672 Keynes was
rector of the London branch of the English Jesuits.
Remembered for his pamphlet war in the 1670s with
the Anglican Edward Stillingfleet (1635-1699), after his implication in the Popish Plot he fled to the
continent, becoming rector at Liège in 1680 and provincial of the English Jesuits in 1684. He returned
to London during the reign of king James II (1633-1701). This French edition, “traduite de l’Anglois en
François par Monsieur Gonneau” was printed in the Roman Catholic stronghold of Saint-Omer. A Latin
translation had been printed in 1684 at Liège.

OCLC locates 2 locations only (British Library; Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève).

DUTCH PRINTING REGULATIONS FOR BIBLES & PSALM BOOKS

£750

18. [PRINTING HISTORY.] Reglement
tot het drukken der bybels, testamenten, &c. &c.
[Amsterdam, 1731.] First edition. 4to (16.5 x
21cm) 11, [1]pp., uncut, unbound & stab-sewn as
issued, very good.

This rare pamphlet printed in Amsterdam in
1731 lists regulations for the printing of
bibles, psalm books and liturgies, including
detailed rules to be observed by printers and
instructions for proofreaders and correctors
concerning wages, the signing of corrected
sheets, the following of stipulations drawn up
the local church synod, references to the
production of specific bibles and the pricing
of different formats.

OCLC locates 2 copies only (Amsterdam
University Library; Royal Library of the
Netherlands).
£450

Rare Books

MEDIEVAL LEGAL MANUSCRIPTS & BEGINNING OF NATIONAL RECORDS

19. PALGRAVE, Francis. [Three autograph letters signed to Charles Watkin WilliamsWynn, concerning antiquarian studies, sending samples of historical documents and
extracts on ancient English courts rolls; together with a manuscript “Outline of a
complete collection of records relating to the history of the constitution.”]
22 Parliament Square, [London]. 22 November 1823, 5 April & 13 November 1824. 3 autograph letters signed.
4to. [8] pages in total over 3 bifolia, with [2] page contemporaneous “Outline ... of records ...” on additional
bifolium, old folds, very good.

Francis Palgrave (1788-1861), archivist and historian, is remembered in particular for his work in
setting up the framework for what is now the National Archives, also for his production of numerous
volumes reproducing medieval historical documents. Included here is a 2 page manuscript titled
“Outline of a complete collection of records relating to the history of the constitution”, presumably
related to Palgrave’s initial appointment as sub-commissioner to the Record Commission, together
with three lengthy autograph letters by Palgrave penned to the politician and privy councillor Charles
Watkin Williams-Wynn (1775-1850), all making reference to documents and extracts sent by Palgrave
elucidating various esoteric aspects of ancient English medieval court arrangements: “the first is a
fragment of a council roll. It affords a proof of the substantial antiquity of the Star-Chamber jurisdiction
over juries ... the two last are extracted from ther rolls of the King’s Bench in the Chapter House. The
judicial rolls of the reigns of Ed. 1 & 2. abound in the most curious matters relating to Parliament and
the Council ... ”
£650
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LANDMARK IN ANGLO-GERMAN LEXICOGRAPHY

20. EBERS, Johannes. Vollständiges Wörterbuch der englischen Sprache für die Deutschen.
Nach den neuesten und besten Hülfsmitteln mit richtig bezeichneter Aussprache eines
jeden Wortes bearbeitet ...
Leipzig, Johann Gottlob Immanuel Breitkopf, Sohn und Companie. First edition. 1793-4. 2 volumes. 8vo (14 x 22.5cm)
xi, [1], 48, 906, [2]; [2], 1226 pp., a very good clean set in sturdy contemporary calf-backed marbled boards, flat spines
with green & black labels titled & numbered in gilt, patterned paper pastedowns, some light rubbing to boards & extremities.

First edition of this substantial English-German dictionary, a landmark in Anglo-German lexicography
compiled by Johannes Ebers (1742-1818). Known to have learnt English in London where he worked for a
decade in his youth, Ebers in the 1770s was appointed English master at the Collegium Carolinum at Kassel.
In the preface here he makes reference to Thomas Sheridan (1719-1788), Nathan Bailey (d.1742), the earlier
English-German dictionary by Christian Ludwig (1660-1728), and, unsurprisingly, cites his debt to Samuel
Johnson (1708-1784). Ebers is remembered in particular for his dictionaries, both this Vollständiges
Wörterbuch der englischen Sprache für die Deutschen (Leipzig, 1793-4) and his subsequent The new and complete
dictionary of the German and English languages ... (Leipzig, 1796-9).

ESTC locates copies at 4 locations (British Library; Edinburgh University Library; Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin;
Biblioteka Narodwa).
£550

Rare Books

ENGLISH GRAMMAR FOR GOETHE’S GERMANY

21. EBERS, Johannes. Englische Sprachlehre für die
Deutschen nach Sheridan’s und Walker’s Grundsätzen ...
Berlin, bey Ferdinand Oehmigke. 1792. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 21cm)
XVI, 320pp., title with small oval library stamp (“Franziskaner-Kloster
Dettelbach”, dispersed), contemporary card boards, all edges red, rubbed with
wear to spine and extremities of boards but remaining sound.

First edition, rare, of this English grammar for Germans compiled
by Johannes Ebers (1742-1818). In the preface dated from Berlin 24
June 1791 Ebers comments on drawing in particular from A critical
pronouncing dictionary and expositor of the English language (1791) by
John Walker (1732-1807) and A rhetorical grammar of the English
language (1781?) by Thomas Sheridan (1719-1788). Following the
grammar are sections listing English idioms, proverbs and some
English dialogues with German translations. Ebers is known to have
learnt English in London where he worked for a decade in his youth
and in the 1770s was appointed English master at the Collegium
Carolinum at Kassel. He is remembered for his Anglo-German
lexicography, in particular his Vollständiges Wörterbuch der englischen
Sprache für die Deutschen (Leipzig, 1793-4).
ESTC locates 1 copy only (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin). The British
Library holds a microfilm of a 1794 edition only.
£450

FRENCH, ITALIAN & ENGLISH ENCYCLOPEDIC VOCABULARY

22. FALLETTI, F.-D. A. Vocabulaire encyclopédique de poche, Française- Italien-Anglaise.
Contenant tous ce qui est nécessaire pour apprendre facilem[ent] ces trois langues, en
connaitre la poésie italienne ... Enrichi de plusiers annotations importantes et d’un tableau
général et comparatif de la valeur de toutes les monnaies de l’Europe et des États-Unis
d’Amerique, à la usage des voyageurs ...
A Paris. Chez ... Barrois ...Treuttel etWurtz ... Galignani. 1822. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 21.5cm) viii, 364pp., complete
(quire signed 35 present but misbound after 37), a very good crisp copy in contemporary calf-backed marbled boards,
marbled edges, flat spine gilt in compartments, contemporary gilt-titled red leather label, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this trilingual encyclopedic
vocabulary in French, Italian and English. The
compiler Falletti, sometime professor at the
University of Turin, advises in his preface that the
work was intended for students, artists, soldiers,
merchants, teachers of language and travellers.
The unusual feature of the vocabulary is that it is
arranged entirely by thematic subject headings:
“Agriculture et campagne ... Animaux ... Arbres
fruitiers ... Architecture ... Arithmétique ...
Armée ... Arts et sciences ... Astres et leurs
influence ... ”
OCLC locates 2 copies only (Mediatheque de
Montpellier; Harvard). Subesquent editions
dated 1825 & 1826 are similarly rare.
£450
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COMPENDIUM OF SWEDISH AUCTION
REGULATIONS

23. [LAGERSTRÖM, Magnus.] Konglige och
andra wederbörandes förordningar, bref,
resolutioner, och extracta protocolli,
angående auctions-och addresse-werket i
Stockholm hopsamlade, och til allmän nytta
och tienst, med bifogadt orda-register ...
Stockholm, Hartwig Gercken. [1731.] First edition. [8],
72pp. small paper repair to margin of title-page not
affecting printed text, negligible marginal water stain to one
corner, manuscript initials to title-page “P.P.E.”[?]
[BOUND WITH]

[AUCTIONS.] Publication, det inga private
auctioner, uti husen, til auctions cammarens
förfördelande, böra hållas. Dat. Stockholms
Rådhus den 15. Martii 1734.
Stockholm, Kongl. Boktryckeriet. [1734.] First edition.
[4]pp. very good. [BOUND WITH]

HEITMÜLLER, Johan Christian. Tankar om
auctioners nytta i gemen, då de wältänkt
anställas, så wäl wid entreprenader som
uphandlingar och försälgningar, emot hwad
nytta de entreprenader, uphandlingar och
försälgningar synes medföra, som eljest skje
slutnings-wis til en eller några få utom
auction, anförde och beskrefne i fem afdelte
capitel ...
Stockholm, hos Peter Hesselberg. 1764. First edition. [4],
91, [1]pp., light even paper toning. 3 works bound together.
4to (15.5 x 19.5) eighteenth century leather-backed
marbled boards, spine with leather label titled in gilt, light
wear to extremities.

These three rare works together offer a veritable
compendium of Swedish auction legislation. Magnus
Lagerström (1691-1759) became secretary of the
Swedish East India Company. Johan Christian
Heitmüller (1706-1774), in addition to his thoughts
on the benefits of auctions in general, includes a
collection of auction-related ordinances dating back
to 1674

I. OCLC locates 2 copies only (Swedish National
Library; Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin). II.OCLC locates
2 copies only (Swedish National Library; Dutch
National Library). III. OCLC locates 2 copies
(Harvard University; Swedish National Library).

£1250

BOOK AUCTION OF DANISH PRIEST’S
LIBRARY - FEMALE PRINTER

Rare Books

24. [ALBEK, Niels.] Fortegnelse over endeel gode
og vel conditionerede Bøger i adskillige
Videnskaber, samt endeel rare Manuscripter og
Pergaments-Breve, og endeel Kobberstykker
over fortiente danske Moend; som efter afgangne
Herr Niels Albek bliver bortsolgt i Munkebierby
Præstegaard, [Tirs]dagen den [16] September ...
Sorøe, Jonas Lindgrens enke. 1783. First edition. 8vo (10 x
16.5cm) 63, [1]pp., front pastedown with gilt stamp of Enrico
Langager, very good in nineteenth century marbled cloth-backed
boards, manuscript title label to front cover.

Printed in the town of Sorø in east Denmark by Anna
Catharina Lindgren, widow of printer Jonas Lindgren,
this book auction catalogue lists the library of c.1300
books of pastor Niels Albek which was auctioned 16
September 1783 in the vicarage of Munkebierbye. In
addition to the printed books, amongst which religious
titles predominate, a substantial collection of manuscripts
concerning church history were included.
Bibliotheca Danica IV, 572. OCLC locates 1 copy only
(Danish Royal Library).
£950

NUREMBERG PAPER MILLS’ RAG SUPPLY REGULATED

25. [PAPERMAKING.] Einem Hoch Edlen und Hochweisen Rath dieser des Heyl. Reichs
Stadt Nürnberg, ist glaubwürdig fürgekommen, welcher massen, zu mercklichem Abbruch
und Nahrungs Schmählerung der allhiesigen alt-berechtigten Papier-Mühlen, sich ...
fremde Fuhrleute unterstehen ... vor männiglich ihnen zukommende Lumpen zu entziehen,
zu vertheuren und ausser Landes zu führen.
[Nuremberg.] Decretum in Senatu, den 30. Junii 1705. Broadside proclamation. Oblong folio (34 x 21cm) negligible
wormtrack in upper margin not touching text, uncut, very good.
A rare example of an ordinance concerning the regulation of paper mills, this broadside issued by the
council of the city of Nuremberg in 1705 details a fine of 15 florins for those found exporting old rags,
reducing the supply available for use in papermaking by the local paper mills and pushing up prices.
£350
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EAST INDIA COMPANY NATIONALISATION LAMPOONED IN SATIRICAL PRINT

26. [SAYERS, James.] Carlo Khan’s triumphal entry into Leadenhall Street.
[London.] J. S. f. [Sayers]. plate 2d. Published 5th Dec.r 1783 by Thomas Cornell Bruton Street. Etching (sheet
approx. 24 x 32cm, platemark 22.8 x 30.5cm), a very good impression in excellent condition.

This masterful Georgian satirical print lampoons the East India Bill of 1783 promoted by Charles James
Fox (1749-1806) in order to nationalise the East India Company. Fox, in oriental dress, is pictured riding
through London’s Leadenhall Street on an elephant. The beast’s face resembles that of Lord North (17321792), the elephant being led by Edmund Burke (1729-1797), also depicted with a turban in exotic
robes, with a map of Bengal hanging from his trumpet. Defeated in the Commons on 17 December
1783, Fox is recorded citing this print as having landed a serious blow to the passing of the bill. The FoxNorth coalition was dismissed immediately afterwards by King George III (1738-1820) who had made
his opposition to the legislation well-known. This is considered one of the most influential political
satirical prints produced by the talented caricaturist and propagandist James Sayers (1748-1823). He
opposed revolutionary ideas and was allied to prime minister William Pitt the Younger (1750-1806). BM
Satires 6276.
£950

Rare Books

GEORGIAN MERCHANTS’ INTEREST TABLES FOR EAST INDIA GOODS

27. GRIFFIN, Robert. Interest tables on an improved plan. Shewing by inspection the legal
interest on every sum from 1l. to 1000l. and from 1000l. to 10,000l. for 1 day to 30, 40 and 50
days, and for 3, 6, 9 and 12 months. Tables for 3, 3 1/2, 4, 4 1/2, 5, 5 1/2, 6, 6 1/2, 7, 7 1/2, and
8 per cent. per annum, from 1l. to 10,000l. for 3, 6, 9, and 12 months ...
London, printed for T. Carnan. 1775. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 21cm) [344]pages, very good in contemporary vellumbacked marbled boards, spine with original printed label, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this volume of interest tables for Georgian merchants, designed “on an improved plan
... for the office or counting-house” by Robert Griffin, accountant. The work is notable for the inclusion of
several tables relating to the purchase of East India Company goods: “A table for 100l. at 3 per cent. per
annum, from 1 day to 365 days, particularly useful to the dealers in East-India Company’s bonds ... A table
of discount at 6 1/2 per cent. the allowance made by the East-India Company to the purchasers of goods at
their sales for prompt-payment: calculated to the one hundredth part of a penny, from one penny to one
thousand pounds.” Also included are “a table for the payment of salaries or wages” and “a table shewing the
number of days from any day in one month to the same day in any other month.” In an era without calculators and computers such tables were invaluable to the mercantile community.

ESTC locates 7 copies only (bL; bC; bCFu; bE; bO; bSAN; nMiU).

£450
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MANUSCRIPT LEGAL COMPENDIUM
COMPILED BY A MAGISTRATE

28. [LAW.] [Legal compendium compiled by a
magistrate summarising statutes by subject on
matters relating to law and order.]
[Northamptonshire?, c.1752?] Manuscript, ink on paper. 8vo
(10.5 x 16.5cm) [64], 91, 101-184, [6, index] pages, with a few
additional blanks, very good in contemporary blind-ruled sheep,
light wear to extremities.

This pocket-sized manuscript legal compendium must
have been compiled by a Georgian magistrate c.1752,
likely in Northamptonshire as evinced by some of the
sample legal forms penned at the opening of the book. The
main content of the volume has been arranged under
subject headings with references and extracts relating to
relevant statutes: “Ale houses & ale house-keepers ...
Apprentices ... Arrests ... Assaults ... Bakers .. Brewers ...
Bricks & tiles ... Bridges ... Bail ... Burglary ... Butchers ..
Buttons ... Callico & cambricks ... Cloth & clothiers ...
Constables ... Corn ... Cottages & clergy ...
Counterfeiting ... Deer & deerstalkers ... Distillers ...
Dyers ... Evidence & examination ... Excise ... Felony ...
Fish & fishing ... Forcible entry ... Game ... Gaming ...
Gaols ... Gun powder ... Hawkers & pedlars ...” The
content supplies an overview of the sort of matters that
occupied the magistrates’ courts in mid-eighteenth
century England during the era of Samuel Johnson.
£1750
VOLUMINOUS VICTORIAN HOUSEHOLD INVENTORIES IN MANUSCRIPT

29. [DUNN GARDNER, Jane.] Inventory and valuation of the household goods, furniture,
plate, linen, china, glass, books, pictures, and other effects of the late Mrs. Jane Dunn
Gardner at Chatteris [House] in the Isle of Ely... [&] at Fordham Abbey in the county of
Cambridge.
[Chatteris, 1839.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (12.5 x 39cm) [26] pages, noted “copy” at head of first page, perhaps
a contemporary retained copy by appraiser “Robt. Newton” of Chatteris, very good in contemporary marbled wrapper.

This manuscript contains two voluminous household inventories
with valuations taken in 1839, recording the “household goods,
furniture, plate, linen, china, glass, books, pictures, and other
effects of the late Mrs. Jane Dunn Gardner (d.1839) at Chatteris
[House] in the Isle of Ely ... [&] at Fordham Abbey in the county
of Cambridge”. The contents are noted in great detail, providing
a representative overview of upper class domestic material
prosperity at the beginning of the Victorian era. The contents of
both properties are listed by room: “Coach house ... Stable ...
Yard ... Garden ... Back kitchen ... Dairy ... Laundry ...
Footman’s sleeping room ... Front kitchen ... Servants hall ...
Butlers pantry ... Old dining room ... Front attick ... Stair
landing ... Maid servants room ... Cottage room ... Chintz room
...Yellow room ... Silver closet ... Ladys maids sleeping room ...
Ladys maids sitting room ... Manchester room ... Mrs Gardners
sleeping room ... Stair case landing ... Entrance hall ... Drawing
room ... Dining room ... Linen ... China closet ... Study ... ”
£450

Rare Books

MANUSCRIPT HOUSEHOLD INVENTORY OF CAMBRIDGESHIRE GENTLEMAN

30. [JEFFRESON, Christopher.] A inventory of the household goods & furniture of Christopher
Jeffreson Esq.r deceased, late of Dullingham at his mansion house in Cambridgeshire taken
and appraised this 13 mo. March 1748/9.
Cambridgeshire, 13 March 1749. Manuscript, ink on paper. Folio (16.5 x 41cm) [11] full pages, with a few additional
blanks, very good in original plain card wrapper.

A very good example of a mid-Georgian household inventory, this manuscript records the goods and furniture
for probate in the mansion of a prosperous Cambridgeshire gentleman, Christopher Jeffreson (d.1749),
Member of Parliament for Cambridge and Justice of the Peace. The property in Dullingham must have been
sizeable, the contents being listed and valued in detail over the following rooms: “The chints room ... Dressing
room ... Drawing room ... Left Hand chamber ... Right Hand chamber ... Green room ... Blew Dammask
room ... In the library ... Maids garrett ... Little Drawing parlour ... Dining room ... Parlour ... Hall ...
Kitchen ... Scullery & servants hall ... Brew house ... Wash house ... Dairey ... Larder ... Ale cellar ... Wine
cellar ... Garden & garden house.” Further sections record the pewter, linen and substantial list of silver plate.
The dining room contents, for example, included:

“2 marble slabbs on mahogany carved frames sqr. mahogany dining table 2 mahogany seattes stuft and coverd
with leather 2 elbow chairs ditto 10 mahogany chairs ditto mahogany claw fire screen a painted floor cloth large
stove grate shot tongs poker & fender 2 gilt frame pier glasses 8 blew & white Ching dishes 12 soop plates 12
enamel.d plates 22 blew & white plates ... 6 waved basons ... 6 saucers Ching basket 6 old scallops basons ...
6 beakers and bottles 4 glass salvers 2 decanters a large beaker 1 cannister 2 handled muggs 15 water & wine
glasses 20 jelly glasses ...”
£950
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GEORGIAN LONDON DESCRIBED BY GERMAN OBSERVER

31. SCHÜTZ, Friedrich Wilhelm von. Briefe über London. Ein Gegenstück zu des Herrn
Archenholz England und Italien.
Hamburg, F. Bachmann und J.H. Gundermann. 1792. First edition. 8vo (10.5 x 17.5cm) viii, 295, [1]pp., some very
light paper toning, very good in contemporary blue-green paper-covered boards, spine with embossed paper label, light
wear to extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this volume of letters offering observations on Georgian London by the Hamburg
critic and dramatist Friedrich Wilhelm von Schütz (1757-1821). Prepared after a visit to the metropolis
in 1791, the topics covered include much commentary on the social life of London: discussion of theatres,
Vauxhall, the Pantheon and the coffee houses of the capital. Grand edifices including Westminster, the
British Museum, the Tower of London and Greenwich Hospital are also covered, the text peppered
throughout by Schütz with comments for a German readership on the national characteristics of the
English. The title-page notes that Schütz intended the work as a counterpart to the influential England und
Italien (1785) by Johann Wilhelm von Archenholz (1743-1812).
£850

Rare Books

ENGLISH NURSING & CHILDCARE IN GERMAN TRANSLATION

32. [SMITH, Hugh.] Briefe eines Arztes an verheurathete Frauenzimmer. Aus dem Englischen
übersetzt.
Leipzig, bey Weidmanns Erben und Reich. 1768. First edition in German. 8vo (10.5 x 16.5cm) [8], 228pp., a fine copy in
contemporary plain card boards, edges speckled red, old paper spine label penned with manuscript shelfmark, negligible wear
to extremities.

First edition in German translation, rare, of Letters to married women (London, 1767), an influential manual
advising mothers on nursing and childcare by Hugh Smith (1736-1789). After graduating in medicine from
Leiden (MD 1755) Smith established himself in London’s Hatton Garden as an authority on family medicine.
He was a pioneer in encouraging breastfeeding, examining infant mortality and was instrumental in fashioning
a new ideal of motherhood for the mid-eighteenth century. This very popular work was translated also into
French as Lettres aux femmes mariées (Yverdon, 1770), later being published in America (Philadelphia, 1792).

OCLC locates 7 copies only of this edition (Ärztekammer Hamburg; Universitätsbibliothek Hamburg;
Universitätsbibliothek Darmstadt; Universitätsbibliothek Basel; Zentralbibliothek Zürich; Royal Danish
Library; Strasbourg1-SCD Medicine).
£1250
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Rare Books

GEORGIAN CHEMIST’S GLASS LABORATORY:
MANUSCRIPTS RECORDING EXPERIMENTS

33. BERG, George. [Six autograph manuscript notebooks recording nearly seven
hundred experiments in chemistry made between 1759 and 1774.]
[London?] 1759-1774. Autograph manuscripts, ink on paper. Six notebooks bound together in one volume. 4to (16
x 21cm) [c.400 pages], with numerous additional inserted notes on guards, some pages folded in, original marbled
wrappers to notebooks bound in, flyleaf with modern inscription “Royal Brierley Crystal Library Copy,” occasional
small tears, some light marginal wear to a few pages, overall very good & clearly legible in modern leather-backed
marbled boards, spine labels titled in gilt “Experiments in chemistry ... 1759-1774”.

A Georgian chemist’s laboratory notebooks, the six manuscript volumes bound together here record
six hundred and seventy two numbered experimental recipes made in London by the musician and
amateur chemist George Berg (1730-1775) over a period of fifteen years, between 1759 and 1774.
Berg is known as the organist of St. Mary-at-Hill in the City of London, as a composer and teacher of
harpsichord and violin, however evidently he found enough spare time for the extensive chemical
experimentation recorded here. Principally Berg appears to have been interested in the production of
different types of glass and enamel. In addition to the recipes of and results from his experiments Berg
has included some separate sections of commentary, extracts from scientific works and notes recording
information gleaned from men of science and professionals in the glass business of his acquaintance,
including Colebron Hancock of Charing Cross, Westminster jeweller Edward Carter and Samuel More
(1724-1799), secretary of the Society instituted at London for the encouragement of arts, manufactures
and commerce. Berg seems to have had access to the furnaces of the workshop of Stephen Hall of the
Falcon Glasshouse, Southwark.

“June 21. 1766. Exp. 126. 3oz sand 1/4 oz: nitre 2oz. minium with 1 grain of manganese was put in
Hall’s furnace Saturday about 1 o clock at noon & taken out the Sunday following about 12 at night. It
produced one white opake spongey mass without any transparent glass at the bottom of the crucible.
Mr More told me that Mr Hall said there was too much salt in the fritt. I find by experience that if nitre
is made use of in the fritt in too large a proportion with minium it will make the glass opake.”

“Nov. 18. 1772. Expt. 425. Sand 1/2 an oz. Borax calcin’d 3/4 oz. Copper calcin’d by fire 1/2 a
pennyweight, one hour in Carters Wind Furnace, it produced a good glass the greatest part green &
some small parts of a dull red, which red appeared of a fine transparent colour when held up against a
candle.”

“Oct. 9. 1773. Expt. 491. Best yellow on gold. 1/4 oz. sand, 6 drams borax uncalcin’d & 1 dram crocus
martis was put in a 3d size crucible but did not run over & was put in & taken out of Hall’s furnace
with 486. It produced a glass that look’d yellow in thin pieces but greenish in thicker. Carter try’d it on
silver, it is of a good temper but is too light a yellow, & is a little cloudy. Carter try’d this on gold, it is
now a deep yellow, clear, transparent, & bright. This is my best yellow on gold.”

Berg’s notebooks, unpublished, offer a substantial research resource and a rare window onto amateur
chemical experimentation in the mid Georgian era. For a commentary on the contents of the
notebooks, see: Lowengard, Sarah. The creation of color in eighteenth-century Europe. New York:
Columbia University Press, Gutenberg-e Electronic Book, 2006. Provenance: Hubert S. WilliamsThomas, glass historian and proprietor of Stevens and Williams Ltd, later Royal Brierley Crystal Ltd.
£16500
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ANGLO-SWEDISH COOKERY CORRESPONDENCE
FREDRIKA BREMER & ELIZA ACTON

34. SCHOULTZ, Anne Cordelia von. [Autograph letter signed to Mary Howitt concerning
Swedish cookery, including two recipes to be forwarded to Eliza Acton, “excellent herring
salad” and “Swedish blancmange,” and mentioning “Miss [Fredrika] Bremer’s receipts”
[sent on separate bifolium], also mentioning the illness of her daughter Florence.]
[London, 1856?] Autograph letter signed, in English. 8vo (14.5 x 24cm) [3 1/4] pages on bifolium, old folds, some
light wear to extremities, very good. [TOGETHER WITH]

[BREMER, Fredrika.] [Autograph manuscript recording culinary recipes for nine Swedish
dishes.]
[Paris, 1856?.] Autograph manuscript, in Swedish. 8vo (12.5 x 20.5cm) [4] pages on bifolium, small blind-embossed
stamp “Paris” & separate decorative initials stamped “FB”, old folds, very good; with related envelope, addressed in ink to
“Miss Eliza Acton/ Care of Mrs Mary Howitt”, with pencil note “Miss Bremer”, light wear.

The translator Ann Arabella Cordelia von Schoultz, née Campbell (1813-1862), [visiting?] London, writes
to a friend, the writer and translator Mary Howitt (1799-1888), supplying instructions in English for
several Swedish recipes, “excellent herring salad” and “Swedish blancmange,” for forwarding to the cookery
writer Eliza Acton (1799-1859). Von Schoultz and Howitt worked together on English translations of
books by the influential feminist writer and reformer Fredrika Bremer (1801-1865), the ‘Swedish Jane
Austen,’ remembered in particular for her feminist novel Hertha (1854). Present here together with the
letter by Von Schoultz is an autograph manuscript in Swedish penned by Fredrika Bremer with instructions
for nine Swedish dishes, including “Göthisk Soppa ... Grön Soppa ... Svensk Äppel Kaka ...”. Von Schoulz
adds in her letter that “I hope Miss Bremer’s receipts are all right now, & comprehensible ... I fancy she
makes poems better than puddings, & sonnets than soups – for I scarcely think these are precise enough
to please so experienced a lady as Miss Acton ...” The correspondence is undated, however 1856 seems a
possibility as Bremer visited Paris that year and her bifolium bears a blind-stamp indicating manufacture
in “Paris”. A rare example of an autograph manuscript by Bremer in a Swedish culinary context.
£950

‘SWEDISH JANE AUSTEN’ WRITES TO AMERICAN PUBLISHERS

Rare Books

35. BREMER, Fredrika. [Autograph letter signed, to
Messrs. Ticknor & Fields, expressing her gladness
that they will be publishing her “just finished work
on Switzerland and Italy”, requesting copies might
be forwarded “from the author” to six named
persons in the United States, and advising on future
volumes, “two on the East, and then ... two on
Greece.”]
Athens, 20 June 1860. Autograph letter signed, in English. 8vo (13.5
x 21.5cm) [2 1/2] pages on bifolium, verso penned with manuscript
address panel, old folds, very good.

Penned from Athens 20 June 1860 during a lengthy tour of
Europe and the Levant, the prominent Swedish novelist and
feminist reformer Fredrika Bremer (1801-1865) writes to
Messrs. Ticknor & Fields, expressing her gladness that they
will be publishing her “just finished work on Switzerland and
Italy”, requesting copies might be forwarded “from the author”
to six named persons in the United States (noting that if it is
not usual for authors to receive some free copies in the United
States then requesting that payment be deducted from the
agreed sum for the American copyright), and advising on
future volumes, “two on the East, and then ... two on Greece.”
Ticknor & Fields were based in Boston, however this letter is
addressed to New York. In any case the American edition of
her Life in the Old world: or, Two years in Switzerland and Italy
(1860) was in fact printed bearing the imprint of T. B. Peterson and Brothers, Philadelphia. Highly influential
in Sweden and through translation in both England and the United States, Bremer is considered the ‘Swedish
Jane Austen’, remembered in particular for her feminist novel Hertha (1854). A scarce example of an
autograph letter by one of the most prominent feminist authors of the mid-nineteenth century.
£750
PIONEER OF FEMALE EDUCATION PRAISES SCOTTISH SCHOOLING

36. ELLIS, Sarah. [Autograph letter signed, to Mrs. Bosanquet, concerning her recent visits to
schools in Scotland, notably Stow’s Training School at Glasgow, also the return of some
pictures, progress with drawings and plans for a “soup society” for the poor.]
[Undated: c.1840?] Autograph letter signed. 8vo (11 x 17.5cm) [3 1/2] pages, very good.
A scarce example of an autograph letter penned by the prolific
and influential writer, abolitionist, artist and pioneer of female
education Sarah Stickney Ellis (1799-1872). Addressed to Mrs
[Cecilia?] Bosanquet [of Broxbourne-Bury], Ellis begins by
mentioning the return of paintings lent to her and her readiness
to draw “when the frost is gone”, advising that “one reason I
have had less time to attend to drawing lately is that I have been
... into Scotland my object being to look into some of the
schools for which the country is so celebrated. You have
doubtless heard of Stow’s Training School at Glasgow. It is the
most delightful exemplification of what popular education
ought to be which can well be imagined. I wish you could see
it as I think you could understand and appreciate the system ...”
Ellis herself established a school for young ladies, Rawdon
House in Hertfordshire, to propagate her educational
philosophy. Also mentioned here are plans for starting a “soup
society” for the poor with her husband, the missionary William
Ellis (1794-1872).
£450
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SCOTTISH FEMINIST REFORMER’S PHILOSOPHICAL NOVELLA
IN FRENCH TRANSLATION

37. WRIGHT, Frances. Quelques jours à Athènes, traduit de l’anglais ...
Paris, chez Alexis Eymery ... et Demat ... [De l’Imprimerie de David.] 1822. First edition in French translation. 8vo (14
x 22cm) [2], vii, [1], 175, [1]pp., with half-title, first few leaves with a little foxing, light even paper toning, a very
good copy, uncut in contemporary painted paper-covered boards, spine with original leather label titled in gilt, light wear
to extremities.

First edition in French translation, scarce, of this influential novella by the Dundee-born radical feminist,
social reformer, and abolitionist Frances Wright (1795-1852).) Both the English first edition A few days in
Athens ... (London, 1822) and this French edition bear a dedication to Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832).
Printed in the year following Wright’s Views of society and manners in America (London, 1821) this Epicurean
philosophical narrative in fact had been written while she was still a teenager and before her life-changing
voyage to America in 1818. Presented as “the translation of a Greek manuscript discovered in
Herculaneum” it underlines her fascination with Greek philosophy. Wright developed a close friendship
with the Marquis de Lafayette (1757-1834). He invited her to France and made considerable efforts to
assist in the distribution of this French translation which received a favourable review by the political
economist J.C.L. de Sismondi (1773-1842), a friend of Lafayette. In 1825 Wright established a farming
community in Tennessee named Nashoba designed along Owenite lines with the intention of emancipating
slaves, as outlined in A Plan for the gradual abolition of slavery in the United States without danger or loss to the
citizens of the South (Baltimore, Benjamin Lundy, 1825).
OCLC locates 6 copies only (British Library; University of Bern, Sächsische Landesbibliothek; Cambridge
University Library Bodleian Library Oxford; Bibliothèque nationale de France).
£1750

CHINESE PORCELAIN MANUFACTURE EMULATED IN SWEDEN

Rare Books

38. [KAHLMETER, Henrik.] Anledning til nyttiga ler-arters upfinnande i riket; hwaruti
jemwäl förmäles om åtskilliga utrikes jord-arter, theras bruk och nyttiande, samt om
sättet, hwarefter then äkta porcellaine göres i China, på Kongl. Maj:ts och Riksens
Commercie-collegii befallning upsatt år 1743.
Stockholm, trykt hos Lorentz Ludewig Grefing. [1743.] First edition. 4to (16 x 19cm) 22pp., title-page with old
manuscript ink note “43” penned in margin, unbound, very good.

First edition, rare, of this treatise on Chinese methods
of porcelain manufacture, directions for prospecting for
suitable clays and descriptions of various different types
of foreign soils. This appears to be the only eighteenth
century manual on porcelain manufacture to have been
printed in Sweden. Authorship has been attributed to
both Henrik Kahlmeter (1691-1764), from 1734
assessor at the College of Mines, and also to Johan
Hesselius (1687-1752) who is recorded making soil
samples in Sweden, collecting minerals and working
with the natural history collections of his brother
Samuel Hesselius (1692-1753), Lutheran pastor to the
Swedish congregation in America between 1719 and
1731.

OCLC locates 1 copy only (National Library of
Sweden).
£850

LESSONS IN GLOBES & ASTRONOMY BY FRENCH ÉMIGRÉ IN LONDON

39. DESPIAU, L. Description et usage des globes, pour les écoles et les pensions: suivi d’un
traité élémentaire du calendrier, et d’une table des principales époques de la
chronologie. Le tout pouvant servir d’introduction à la géographie, à la navigation & à
l’histoire.
Londres, De l’imprimerie de Baylis, Greville-Street. Se trouve chez A. Dulau & Co., No. 107,Wardour-Street, SohoSquare. 1798. First edition. 12mo (9.5 x 16.5cm) [2], ii, 200pp., with 4 additional folding tables, front pastedown
with ink inscription “Fanny de Chasteiguer Le 8 Aout 1814. Somerstown London”, very good in contemporary English
plain calf, spine with original black gilt-titled label, light wear to extremities.
First edition, rare, of this manual examining the use of the
globes, astronomy, navigation and chronological calculations
by L[ouis?] Despiau, French émigré in London, “ancien
professeur de mathématiques & de la physique.” Aimed at a
student audience, topics covered includes the Solar system,
planetary movements, constellations, eclipses, comets,
climatic zones, longitude and latitude and different calendrical
systems. Despiau has included example problems for solving,
with solutions, throughout. An ink note on the flyleaf records
the provenance of this copy: “Fanny de Chasteiguer Le 8 Aout
1814. Somerstown London.” Somers Town, situated north of
the Euston Road, was an area in London in which many
émigrés settled after fleeing the French Revolution.
ESTC locates 6 copies only (British Library; Cambridge
University Library; Longleat House; Liverpool University
Library; Bodleian Library Oxford; Bibliothèque Nationale du
Québec).
£750
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RADICAL LONDON BOOKSELLER - FRIEND OF THOMAS PAINE

40. [HOLMES, James. ] Thomas Clio Rickman.
Painted by Hazlitt. Published as the act directs Feb.y 1800, by Thomas Clio Rickman, bookseller, stationer & printer &c.
Upper Mary-le-bone Street, London. Engraved By Ja. Holmes. Engraving, stipple on paper (platemark 24 x 34cm ; sheet
approx. 26 x 35.5cm) a very good impression, fine condition.

Self-published by the radical Quaker bookseller and author Thomas Clio Rickman (1761-1834), this scarce
stipple-engraved portrait presents Rickman in his prime in 1800. He must have wished to be remembered as
a political reformer as a copy of Thomas Paine’s Rights of man (London, 1791) is placed open prominently
before him, the book lying above a volume of Shakespeare – suggesting perhaps that Rickman placed politics
above literature. Rickman was a lifelong friend of Thomas Paine (1737-1809) also writing a biography, The
life of Thomas Paine (London, 1819). In the 1790s Rickman began to make connections in radical circles,
becoming a member of the Society for constitutional information and befriending Mary Wollstonecraft (17591797) and John Horne Tooke (1736-1812). Thomas Paine in fact lodged with Rickman while completing the
second part of Rights of Man (1792) (see: ODNB). This fine stipple engraving was produced by James Holmes
(1777-1860) after a portrait by the painter John Hazlitt (1767-1837).
£950

Rare Books

GEORGIAN ARTISTS IN LONDON SKETCHED SOCIALISING

41. [EDRIDGE, Henry.] [Thomas Hearne and John Edmonds in conversation over
pipes of tobacco.]
[London, after 2 October 1805.] Drawing, in pencil, on single sheet (23.5 x 19cm) reusing the second leaf of
a letter penned on a bifolium, drawn on the address page [addressed to Mr Edridge, Margaret Street, Cavendish
Square, London], several lines of text in pencil in Edridge’s hand at foot of sheet, verso bearing final lines of
letter penned in ink by “Susan Bathurst”, marginal tear from seal opening, frayed at corners, light dusting along
old folds.

Evoking the social life of London artists in the first decade of the nineteenth century, this drawing
was sketched in pencil c. 1802 by Henry Edridge (1768-1821) on the back of a letter addressed to
him at “Margaret Street, Cavendish Square, London.” It displays an affectionate and impromptu
rendering of the busts of his friend the artist Thomas Hearne (1768-1821) and the [London undertaker] John Edmonds in conversation over pipes of tobacco. Edridge has written some conversation
in at the foot of the sheet: [Hearn:] “Hang your hare up by his legs John ... [Edmonds:] There is
nobody ever did it but yourself and i’ll be damned if I ever did governor ...” Despite the ephemeral
nature of the sketch the quality of Edridge’s draughtsmanship is evident – portraits were his
speciality.
£650
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BRITISH POETS TRANSLATED FOR FRENCH APPRECIATION

42. [POETRY.] Épisodes des Saisons de Thomson, Fables de Gay, L’hermite de Parnell, et autres
pièces des meilleurs poètes anglois, traduits en prose par A. G. T. Br. ...
A Paris, chez Malherbe ... Langlois ... Desenne ... Bercet. Brumaire an VII. [De l’imprimerie de J. Baillio.] [1798.] First
edition. 8vo (13.5 x 20cm) [4], 221, [1]pp., small worm track repaired to verso at margin of title-page (no loss of text),
very good in contemporary calf, marbled pastedowns, flat spine gilt in compartments with original black leather label titled
in gilt, light wear to extremities.
First edition of this selection of British poems printed with the original English texts facing new French
renderings by the anonymous translator, “A.G.T. Br.” Included are selected poems by James Thomson (17001748), John Gay (1685-1732), Thomas Parnell (1679-1718), also works by some female poets, notably “The
mouse’s petition” by Anna Laetitia Barbauld (1743-1825) and “The three warnings” by Hester Thrale (17411821). The work is advertised “à la usage des personnes qui étudiant la langue anglois, et pour l’agrément des
amis des lettres”, the translator in his prefaratory address noting his hopes for Anglo-French amity: “ ...
rétablira et accroîtra les relations de tout genre entre deux peuples depuis long-tems rivaux dans la
philosophie, les sciences et les arts”. Rare.
Not traced in ESTC. OCLC locates 2 copies only (Bibliothèque de Saint-Geneviève; National Library of
Scotland).
£650

Rare Books

COOKERY MANUSCRIPT RECORDING REGENCY RECIPES & CURES

43. [COOKERY.] Marianne Irvin’s book. 1817. [A manuscript volume of cookery and
medicinal recipes.]
[Nantwich, Cheshire?.] 1817. Manuscript, ink on paper. 4to (16 x 20cm) 184pp., some marginal dustiness & a few small
stains not affecting legibility, front pastedown & first page with old ink stain, pastedown with ink inscriptions “Marianne
Irvin’s Book 1817. Late Mrs. Senior. [subsequently] B. Senior’s. Nantwich,” leather-backed paper covered boards, boards
worn with some loss of paper & wear to foot of spine but binding remaining sound.

A substantial Regency-era manuscript compilation of cookery and medical recipes, this volume can be dated
to 1817, produced by a woman named Marianne Irvin (married as Marianne Senior), resident most probably
in Nantwich in the county of Cheshire. A flavour of the cookery content is given by the following recipe
titles: “Ginger wine ... Walnut madeira ... Balm wine ... Horehound beer ... Gooseberry vinegar ... Fine
milk punch ... Honeycomb gingerbread ... Winnington cakes ... Savoy cake ... Shrewsbury cakes ... Little
biscuits ... Portugal cakes ... A seed cake ... Gingerbread snaps ... Macaroons ... A white plum cake ... Sugar
toffy ... Brown sugar candy ... Peppermint drops ... A good rice pudding ... A boiled milk pudding ... A
hunter’s pudding ... To roast a hare ... To jug a hare ... Veal olives ... White sauce for boiled fowls ... Scotch
collops brown ... Beef steaks ... To roast a calf’s heart ... To roast a goose ... A veal pie ... A mushroom pie
... Short paste for tarts ... Fish sauce ... Minced pies ... Cream custards ...” There are also numerous
medicinal and household concoctions and preparations, including: “Good black ink ... For the scurvy ...
Goodbold’s balsam for a cough ... Restorative Jelly ... Green salve ... Stomachic tincture ... Tincture for the
teeth and gums ... Edinburgh eye water ... Locatelli’s balsam ... German cure for a consumption ... To cure
phlegm ... For the worms ... Syrup of St. John’s wort.”
The volume is a good example of a middle class cookery and medical manuscript compilation from the era
of Jane Austen (1775-1817).
£1500
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NIGHT LIFE IN GEORGIAN LONDON BY CANDLE LIGHT

44. [LONDON.] The Night beauty.
London, publish’d Jan.y 2.d 1793 by M.l Benedetti no. 92 Norton Street, Marylebone. A. Hickel pinxit. M.l. Benedetti
sculpsit. Print, stipple on paper, heightened in contemporary handcolour (sheet 22 x 27.5, trimmed to platemark) very good.
This rare print dating to 1792 evokes nocturnal street life in London at the end of the eighteenth century. Titled
“The Night beauty”, the stipple engraving, finished in contemporary watercolour, depicts a young man, apparently inebriated, walking by candlelight with a somewhat older woman. In her hand she clasps two rose stems,
her expression evincing a worldly experience that evidently is lacking in the young man. The print, published
and engraved by the Marylebone printmaker Michele Benedetti (1745-1810) after a painting by Karl Anton
Hickel (1745-1798), presumably was intended to satirise the couplings that might arise after dark in the hurlyburly of Georgian metropolitan life. Not traced in BM catalogue. We have traced 1 other example (Yale
University, Lewis Walpole Library). No copy in British Museum catalogue online.
£750

Rare Books

WOOLWICH ORPHAN’S POEMS WITH DISSENTING MINISTER’S ESSAYS

45. GILDING, Elizabeth. The breathings of genius. Being a collection of poems; to which are
added, essays, moral and philosophical.
London, printed by W. Faden, and sold by J.Wilkie ... J.Walker ...W. Domville ... also by the author at Woolwich. 1776.
First edition. 8vo (14 x 21cm) [8], 152pp., title-page with a few negligible marks, very good in contemporary leatherbacked marbled boards, front joint with imperceptible repair, boards a little rubbed, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this volume of poems by Elizabeth Gilding of Woolwich, southeast London. Her
preface describes her orphanhood, preference for “the charms of solitude”, aversion to “modish amusements”, and love of “reading and composition” as opposed to “studying the modes of fashion.” Gilding must
have had some sort of connection with Rev. Daniel Turner (1746-1796) dissenting minister of Woolwich,
as several of the poems are penned in response to his sermons, while a number of the “essays” included here
are attributed to Turner, including: “A question. What is the difference between an accomplished woman
and a female pedant ...” and “Misraim, a tale.” The subject matter of Gilding’s poems includes verses on
historical, natural, philosophical, sentimental and religious themes. The subtitle of her poem “the Wasps”
attacks detractors who must have belittled her humble background: “most humbly inscribed – to those,
who, because the author had never been out of Woolwich for her education, ungenerously questioned, if
she could compose the poems occasionally produced by her, which now constitute the collection.”
ESTC locates 4 copies only (British Library; American Antiquarian Society; Cornell University; Cambridge
University Library). Jackson 11167.
£2500
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THAMES WATERMEN & LIGHTERMEN - APPRENTICESHIP & COMPANY
ADMISSION

46. [LONDON.] [Indenture
recording apprenticeship of David Matthews of
Rotherhithe to John Lyon of Lambeth, “waterman and lighterman”]
[London.] 16 December 1784. Indenture, printed on vellum (20 x 17cm) initial letter incorporating company arms,
two blue paper tax stamps, completed in manuscript, old folds, very good. [TOGETHER WITH]

[Certificate of admittance to the Company of Watermen and Lightermen of David
Matthews of Rotherhithe.]
[London.] 29 December 1792. Certificate, printed on vellum (19 x 9cm) paper wafer seal embossed with company
arms attached, completed in manuscript, old folds, very good.

Two rare documents concerning the Company of Watermen and Lightermen, one of the ancient City
of London guilds. Watermen carried passengers along the Thames, while lightermen were responsible
for lading cargos between ships and quays. Offered here is an apprenticeship indenture for David
Matthews of Rotherhithe to David Lyon of Lambeth dated 1784: “to learn his art, and with him ... to
dwell and serve upon the River of Thames ... unto the full end and term of seven years.” Various terms
are listed, including prohibitions on “fornication ... matrimony ... play at cards ... taverns or playhouses
...” Present also is Matthews’ certificate of admittance into the company as a lighterman dated 1792:
“to carry or re-carry in any lighter of flat-boat, any wares, goods, or merchandise whatsoever”.
£450
CHARING CROSS HOSPITAL
PRIZE MEDAL IN SILVER

47. [MEDICINE.] [Silver prize
medal issued by the medical
school at Charing Cross Hospital
to T. Terry.]
[London.] 1853. Medal, silver (diameter
5.8cm) obverse: “Charing Cross Hospital
London founded 1818”, reverse: “Schola
Medicinae palmam praeclarior aufert
merenti largiter T. Terry MDCCCLIII”, old
patination, very fine.

Rare Books

This large silver medal designed by
Benjamin Wyon (1802-1858) was
issued in 1853 by the medical school at
Charing Cross Hospital in London, the
name of the prize recipient, T. Terry,
being engraved on the reverse. The
obverse bears a depiction of the
hospital building. The institution was
founded as the West London
Infirmiary in 1818 by Dr Benjamin
Golding (1793-1863). See: BM
1849,0312.1 for a version in bronze.
£450

LONDON’S BODY SNATCHERS
CONFOUNDED BY “PATENT
IRON COFFIN”

48. [FUNERALIA.] Safety for the
dead! The above represents the
Patent Iron Coffin ... had of W.
Meredith, Goswell Street Road,
and G. & J. Offor, Postern Row,
Tower Hill ...
[London.] Teape, printer, Tower-hill,
London. [c.1818.] Handbill (12.5 x
25cm) woodcut arms at head of sheet, two
woodcuts in text, old folds, very good.
This handbill of c.1818 advertises a
“Patent Iron Coffin” produced by the
Royal Patent Burial Company, Goswell
Street, London. The heading “Safety
for the dead” at the top of the advertisement references the fact that this
new invention was designed to keep
corpses out of the hands of the body
snatchers who robbed graves to supply
cadavers for medical dissection. The
company produced a related
pamphlet: The present scandalous system
of robbing graves exposed: and a safeguard
for the dead. Now presented to the British
public, in the newly invented iron or
metallic coffins, tablets and tombs, by the
Royal Patent Burial Company ...
(London, 1818).
£450
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RUNNING A GEORGIAN COUNTRY HOUSE - INVOICES FOR FOOD & PROVISIONS

49. [HATCHLANDS PARK.] [A collection of invoices for food, provisions and other
household expenditure made out to William Brightwell Sumner in the running of
Hatchlands Park in 1781.]
[January - March 1781.] c.100 manuscript bills penned on sheets of paper of various sizes (4to, the majority 8vo &
some smaller), a few with letterpress headings, one with engraved billhead for “John Frost grocer”, old folds, some dustiness
in places, with original worn card wrapper.

Offering much detail on food and provisions purchased for the running of a Georgian country house in the
last quarter of the eighteenth century, the c.100 manuscript bills offered here record purchases made
between January and March 1781 by William Brightwell Sumner (1720-1791) for his seat at Hatchlands
Park, Surrey. Purchased from Fanny Boscawen in 1770, Hatchlands housed Sumner following his career as
an East India Company grandee, having made his fortune in India under Clive. Almost all the invoices here
are penned entirely in manuscript, recording purchases from butchers (“neck mutton ... leg mutton ...
roasting beef ...”), fishmongers (“lobster ... shrimps ... crimpt cod ... oysters”), fruiterers ( “... sevil
orange ... lemmons”) and other suppliers vending candles, soap, spices, tea and dairy products, noting also
the costs for running a cart to London. Several invoices with the letterpress printed heading of “Richard
Payne, poulterer, in St. James’s-Market, London” are present, also a fine grocer’s bill with engraved billhead
issued by “John Frost ... at the Chinese Porte in Cockspur Street” for coffee and sugar. A rare record of
the household economy of a Georgian country house documenting the pricing of food and domestic provisions.
£2500

Rare Books

GEORGIAN DRAWING MANUAL - ONE HUNDRED ENGRAVINGS FOR ARTISTS

50. [SAYER, Robert.] The artist’s vade mecum; being the whole art of drawing, taught
in a new work, elegantly engraved on one hundred folio copper plates; ... collected
from the works of the greatest masters. To which is prefixed, an essay on drawing:
with introductory rules for the use of learners ...
London, printed and published ... and sold by Robert Sayer. 1766. “The second edition with additions.” Folio
(22.5 x 29.5cm) 8pp., followed by 100 numbered copper engraved plates on 98 leaves (complete), occasional
negligible marginal wear, a few dust marks, title with early ink ownership stamp “W. Reynalds”, title-page
printed in red & black, very good in modern leather-backed patterned boards in period style.

A rare example of a complete copy of this substantial Georgian drawing manual. Presenting 100
copper-engraved plates for draughtsmanship practice and artistic inspiration, the volume was
produced by the print publisher Robert Sayer (1724-1794), making good use of his extensive
inventory of copper plates. The imagery here ranges widely, offering “parts of the face, heads,
hands, heads, feet, academy, antiques, and groups of figures, beasts, birds, insects, flowers, fruit,
shells, ornaments, buildings, landscapes, &c. collected from the works of the greatest masters.”
Classical sculpture, landscapes in the Georgian picturesque style, horses for racing scenes, and
several designs by Hogarth, are present. An essay on drawing, with introductory rules, is included.
This second edition of 1766 followed a first printing in 1762, with ESTC running to a fifth edition
in 1797 – all are recorded in very small numbers of copies.
ESTC locates 2 copies only (UCLA; Yale University Center for British Art).

£2750
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POLIDORI’S POCKET PETRARCH FOR ROMANTIC READERSHIP

51. [POLIDORI, Gaetano.] Il Petrarca con narrazione del suo coronamento di Sennuccio del
Bene Fiorentino; vita del poeta ed annotazioni.
[London.] Stampato a spese di G. Polidori e Co. Si vende a Londra in Cockspur Street No. 12. 1796. First printing of this
edition. 2 volumes. 12mo (10 x 15.5) 253, [1]; [4], xxiv, 237, [1], with half-titles, a fine set in contemporary tree calf,
paper watermarked “I. Taylor 1794”, flat spines gilt in compartments with red & black labels titled & numbered in gilt,
marbled pastedowns, gilt-stamped red morocco presentation label inside front cover of vol. 1: “E.J. Sangiovanni a son ami
J.A. Jacquelin 1807.”

First printing of this popular edition of the Italian sonnets of Petrarch (1304-1374) edited and printed in
London for the Italian writer, publisher and printer Gaetano Polidori (1764-1853), an immigrant resident
in the capital from c.1790, father of the physician and writer John William Polidori (1795-1821). This book
was sold by Polidori at his own premises at 12 Cockspur Street, London, one of a number of Italian editions
that he published for use as textbooks for the courses that he taught in Italian. This copy bears a gilt-stamped
presentation label indicating the provenance of the French playwright and inspector of Parisian theatres
Jacques-André Jacquelin (1776-1827).
£450
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY HARROW SCHOOL PRIZE BINDING

52. SILIUS ITALICUS. Caji Silii Italici Punica.
Londini, Impensis R. Faulder. Excudebat Gul. Bulmer. 1792. First printing of this edition. 2 volumes. 8vo (10.5 x 16cm)
xxiv, 240; [4], 270, [2]pp., heraldic bookplates of “E.W.Stackhouse”, a fine set in sturdy contemporary calf, spine gilt in
compartments with red & navy labels titled & numbered in gilt, four compartments with gilt-tooled crossed arrow devices,
speckled edges.
Gilt-stamped crossed arrow devices decorate the spines of this
London-printed pocket edition of the longest surviving Latin
poem, the Punica of Silus Italicus (c.26-c.101AD) on the
Second Punic War, indicating that the book was presented to a
pupil at Harrow school as a prize. The heraldic bookplates
identify the recipient as “E.W. Stackhouse”, later known as
Edward William Wynne Pendarves (1775-1853), from 1832
MP for West Cornwall. At Harrow between 1790-1793, this
set was given out to Stackhouse during the tenure of
headmaster Joseph Drury (1750-1834), perhaps at one of the
three annual Speech Days that had been instituted by Benjamin
Heath from 1772 in replacement of the old Archery Day.
Printed by William Bulmer (1757-1830), this pocket edition
of the Punica was edited by a young Richard Heber (17731833); “an elegant edition ... with various readings, and some
short critical notes ...” (Lowndes IV, p.1683).
£450

Rare Books

ROMANTIC VERSE ALLEGORY BY ÉMIGRÉ ITALIAN IN CAMBRIDGE

53. [DORIA, Niccolò Maria, Marchese di Spineto.] L’Irenide,
Odi Anacreontiche di Silvio Ireneo, P[astor].A[rcade].
Londra, presso T. Payne, Pall-Mall; dalla Stamperia di M. Watson, Cambridge.
1807. First edition. 8vo (11.5 x 19cm) x, [2], 212, [10]pp., including final
errata leaf, paper watermarked “D& AC 1806”, a very good, uncut copy in
contemporary paper-covered boards as issued, some wear with loss to paper along
spine but binding sound, Signet Library bookplate, rear board with curious
contemporary ink sketch of three different faces, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this romantic allegory of the passions in Italian
verse composed by Niccolò Maria Doria, Marchese di Spineto (c.17741849) of Naples. Recorded at Cambridge University as an Italian
teacher c.1807, the emigré Marquis Spineto also pursued interests in
Egyptology, publishing The elements of hieroglyphics and Egyptian antiquities (London, 1845). During the trial of Queen Caroline in 1820 he
served as an official government translator. He married his second wife,
Elizabeth Campbell (d.1863), in 1814 - she became one of the most
fashionable society hostesses in Cambridge during the 1820s. This
romantic curiosity received a positive review in The Monthly Review (Vol.
LVI, London, 1808, p.520) “Had we not read the reflections prefixed to
this series of odes, we should have fancied that they were merely intended to celebrate the kindness and the
treachery of a mistress: but their author, it seems, wishes it to be understood that they represent an
allegorical picture of the progress of the passions, especially of that of love. The first interview, the advice,
the departure, the return spring, summer, autumn, remonstrance, jealousy, revenge, despair & c. furnish so
many titles to the respective pieces, which at the same time form a whole. The measure, which is that which
was adopted by Salviol in his Amori, and Imperiali in his Faonide, is managed throughout with considerable
felicity and effect ... ”

OCLC locates 3 copies only (British Library; Ohio State University; University of Wisconsin, Madison.)
There is also a copy at St. John’s College, Cambridge.
£450
ENGLISH SPY WRITES FROM REVOLUTIONARY PARIS

54. [MILES, William Augustus.] [Autograph letter to Thomas Somers Cocks, providing news
on the tumultuous political situation in revolutionary France.]
[Paris.] 20 Feb[ruar]y. 1791. Autograph letter. 4to (19 x 23cm) [1] page on bifolium, verso of second leaf with
manuscript address panel, red wax seal & related postal markings, marginal tears from opening (no loss of text), old folds,
very good.

Writing 20 February 1791 from the tumult of revolutionary
Paris, the spy and political writer William Augustus Miles (17531817) here provides a clandestine update on the febrile political
situation in France for the London banker Thomas Somers Cocks
(1737-1796): “A discovery has been made that this metropolis
contains 37,000 men & women without any visible means of
support & who live by rapine and murder. They are in correspondence with each other and so great is the panic in consequence of
the denunciation that was made this evening, that every section
has resolved to appoint commissaries to examine every house &
the inhabitants without reserve, as Paris is actually menaced with
a massacre more bloody than that of St. Bartholomew ... The
priests have already drawn the sword in Brittany ...” Miles had
been sent to Paris by Pitt in July 1790 as a spy and managed to
make important connections with leading French politicians ,
even attaining membership of the Jacobin Club (see: ODNB).
£450
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FIRST METHODIST HYMN BOOK FOR THE CHANNEL ISLANDS

55. [CHANNEL ISLANDS.] Nouveau recueil de cantiques.
A Londres: de L’Imprimerie de R. Hindmarsh, Clerkenwell-Close. 1786. First edition? 8vo (10 x 16.5cm) [8], 231,
[1]pp., very good in contemporary mottled sheep, spine ruled in gilt, some light wear to spine & extremities.

First edition, rare, of the first Methodist hymn book intended for use in the Channel Islands. Printed
entirely in French it contains 202 hymns, several adapted from Roman Catholic versions, and a lengthy
preface by the editor and compiler Robert Carr Brackenbury (1752-1818). Appointed by John Wesley
(1703-1791) as a Methodist envoy to the Channel Islands, the preacher and philanthropist Brackenbury
made several influential conversions there, including John de Quetteville (1761-1843) who went on
himself to produce several Methodist hymnals for the Channel Islands.

No copy traced in ESTC or OCLC, though we have traced a copy at Wesley’s House, London.

£1750

Rare Books

HISTORY OF ENGLISH METHODISM BY GERMAN PASTOR IN LONDON

56. BURKHARD, Johann Gottlieb. Vollständige
Geschichte der Methodisten in England, aus
glaubwürdigen
Quellen.
Nebst
den
Lebensbeschreibungen ihrer beyden Stifter, des
Herrn Johann Wesley und George Whitefield.
Nürnberg, im Verlag der Raw’schen Buchhandlung. 1795. First
edition. 8vo ( x cm) [8], 182; [4], 186pp., title-page to volume 1
& endleaves of both volumes with library stamps (Bibliothek der
Franziskaner Würrzburg, dispersed) very good in contemporary
brown sponge-patterned paper-covered boards, light wear to
extremities.

First edition of this scarce history of English Methodism
written by Johann Gottlieb Burkhard (1756-1800),
resident in London as minister of the German church of St.
Mary in the Savoy. A director of the London Missionary
Society, Burkhard knew personally the Methodist leader
Selina Hastings, countess of Huntingdon (1707-1791). This
work, which appears to be the first separate history of
Methodism to be published, offers an overview of the
development of the movement, with detailed biographies
of John Wesley (1703-1791) and George Whitefield (17141770) which include accounts of their travels in America.
£450

QUAKERS IN NORTH AMERICA - FALSE “BOSTON” IMPRINT

57. [BRISSOT, Jacques-Pierre.] Karakteristik
der Quäker aus dem Französischen überfezt.
Boston [i.e. Heidelberg?].8vo (11.5 x 19.5cm) [4], 78pp.,
title-page with nineteenth century library stamp of
“Franziskaner-Kloster Dettelbach” (dispersed) & old ink
inscription (1793), contemporary leather-backed patterned
paper boards, spine with two small gilt-stamped title labels,
front board with small paper shelf label, patch of old wear to
front board but binding sound, light wear to extremities.
A rare German translation of selections describing
Quakers in North America taken from the Nouveau
voyage dans les Etats-Unis de l’Amerique Septentrionale, fait
en 1788 (Paris, 1791) of Jacques-Pierre Brissot de
Warville (1754-1793), writer, supporter of the French
Revolution and founder of the French organisation
Société de amis des noirs. The translation is attributed to
Theophil Friedrich Ehrmann (1762-1811), journalist
and influential publisher of travel literature in
Germany. The false “Boston” imprint is a curiosity –
most probably the book was printed at Heidelberg.
Bristol B7943; Shipton & Mooney 46398. OCLC
locates 3 copies only (Cornell University; Yale
University; Danish Union Catalogue).
£450
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NOVEL OF CHIVALRY IN ELEGANT BINDING BY CHARLES HERING

58. [TRESSAN, M. l’abbé de. ] Histoire de Robert, surnommé le brave, ouvrage posthume de
Louis-Elisabeth De Lavergne, comte de Tressan, chevalier de L’Ordre royal et militaire de St.
Louis, commandeur de L’Ordre de St. Lazare, lieutenant général des armées du roi ...
A Londres, chez A. Dulau et Co. Soho Square. 1800. First edition. 8vo (14 x 21.5cm) xvi, 259, [1]pp., with engraved
portrait frontispiece (“A. Borel del. Ja.s Fittler sculp.”), half-title & subscription list, [a large paper copy?] printed on fine
heavy wove paper (watermark: “...Taylor ... 1794 ...”) final leaf strengthened at inner margin (not touching text), plain
blue paper pastedowns, mid-nineteenth century bookplate (an unidentified cypher, perhaps “MCP”?), flyleaf with pencil
inscription:“Almost certainly bound by Charles Hering ... HGP. 27/v/1955”, contemporary full vellum, boards bordered
with gilt on blue geometric roll, flat spine with gilt on blue bands & label direct-lettered, foot of spine gilt-stamped
“Londres 1800”, all edges gilt, a little rubbed, very good condition.

First edition, scarce, of this novel extolling the virtues of chivalry.
This superior copy is bound in an elegant contemporary gilt
vellum binding attributed to Charles Hering (c.1763-1815), the
Göttingen-born bookbinder recorded working in London from
1794. A pencil note on the flyleaf advises: “almost certainly bound
by Charles Hering. An exactly similar binding, also on a French
book published by Dulau in 1800, with his ticket is in Mr.
Ramsden’s collection HGP. [i.e. Henry Graham Pollard (19031976)] 27/V/1955.” Dedicated to Emperor Paul I of Russia
(1754-1801), the author was in fact Maurice-Élisabeth de
Lavergne de Tressan (1749-1809), known as l’abbé de Tressan, and
not his father as advertised on the title-page. L’abbé Tressan
resided in London for some years as an émigré, publishing also
Mythologie comparée avec l’histoire (London, 1796). The novel was
“designed to shew by what means the high and distinguished rank
of knighthood was to be obtained in the age of chivalry, when
birth alone constituted no title to that honor. The tale is simple
and interesting, the manners and characters of chivalry are well
preserved ...” (Monthly Review, Vol. xxxv, London, 1801, p.543).
The varied list of subscribers include the writer Jacques Delille
(1738-1813) and choreographer Charles Didelot (1767-1837)
amongst an interesting mix of émigrés, French notables and
English aristocrats.
£750

Rare Books

“IRISH SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF SERVANTS”

59. [IRELAND.] Rules and orders of the Irish society for the encouragement of servants; instituted first of May, 1799.
Dublin, printed for William Watson and son, printers to the Association for discounting vice and promoting religion and
virtue. [1799?] First edition? 12mo (10.5 x 17.5cm) 24pp., paper with light even toning, contemporary ink annotation
“no. 6 Suffolk Street” to p. [3], foot of final leaf with old ink stamp (Sx. Arch. Soc., deaccessioned), sewn & unbound as
issued.

The content of this rare Dublin-printed pamphlet is made clear in the title: Rules and orders of the Irish society
for the encouragement of servants; instituted first of May, 1799. This obscure organisation seems to have been
intended as an annuity-based friendly society for Irish servants, founded in the aftermath of the Irish
Rebellion of 1798 in an attempt to promote social stability: “As the rewards of the Society are offered only
to faithful servants, good order, which is so desirable an object of domestic œconomy, will be produced, and
great encouragement will be given to domestics to remain in their places, the frequent change of which is
equally vexatious to families, and prejudicial to servants. The promised benefits will operate as a check to
those who are not incorrigibly bad; and will be a spur of emulation to those who have a sense of duty, and a
desire of acquiring respectability in their stations. The Society anxiously hope, and fully expect, that the public
will patronize this institution with the liberality and zeal which its great importance at any time demand, and
which its obvious tendency to reform so large and useful a body of the lower class calls for now so loudly,
when we are but just recovering from a rebellion in which the disturbers of the public peace planned the utter
overthrow of all the established orders in society, by labouring at the corruption of this very rank of the
community ...” Headings include: “Government of the Society ... Of General courts ... Of committees ... Of
the auditors ... Of the secretary and collector ... Of the trustees and property of the Society ... Relating to
the nomination of servants and their rewards ...”
We have not been able to trace another example of this pamphlet - no copy listed in ESTC or OCLC.

£750
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GRAND TOUR MODEL OF ROME’S TEMPLE OF CASTOR & POLLUX

60. [ROME.] [Model of the Temple of Castor and Pollux.]
[Italy, c.1850?] [Brass?] (9.2 x 4.6 x 17.2cm) some old patination and light wear to extremities, overall very
good.

This cast brass model of the remaining three columns of Rome’s Temple of Castor and Pollux can
be dated to c.1850. One of the architectural landmarks of Rome, this ancient temple situated in
the Roman Forum was built in 495 BC to celebrate Roman victory over the Latin League at the
Battle of Lake Regillus. This type of high-quality souvenir would have been purchased by early
Victorian Grand Tourists visiting the Eternal City.
£850

Rare Books

GRAND TOUR GUIDE - TRAVEL VOCABULARY IN SIX LANGUAGES

61. MISELLI, Giuseppe. Il burattino veridico, o’vero instruzzione generale per chi viaggia
con la descrizzione dell’ Europa, e distintione de’ regni, provincie, e città, e con un’ esatta
cognitione delle monete più utili, & correnti in detti luoghi; & in Italia con la notizia
d’alcune parole più necessarie in varie parti d’Europa espresse nelle lingue, Italiana,
Francese, Spagnuola, Tedesca, Polacca, e Turchesca ...
In Roma, ad instanza di Nicolò L’hulliè Libraro. 1684. Second edition? 12mo (8 x 14.5cm) [24], 490 [i.e. 488], [16]pp.,
including final blank, with additional engraved plate before title, unidentified heraldic bookplate [c.1720] pasted to verso
of title, some light paper toning to first few quires, a few small stains not affecting legibility of text, very good in contemporary plain vellum, a little wear to lower edge of back board, light wear to extremities.

This work by Giuseppe Miselli (1637-1695), postmaster of Castelnuovo di Porto near Rome, is one of the
first modern European travel guides. It marks a departure from the pilgrim guides that had been the staple
travellers’ companions of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. A pan-European handbook with
particular emphasis on road routes within Italy, it was written with the Grand Tour in mind. Additional information includes advice on local customs and a chapter on European currency, including notes on coinage
accepted in such distant locations as England and Constantinople. Of particular interest is a short travel
vocabulary in six languages: Italian, French, Spanish, German, Polish and Turkish.

This appears to be the second edition following a first printing in Rome in 1682 - at least six Italian editions
followed. A German edition was published as Der wahrhaffte Burattin: gründlicher Unterricht vor Reisende in
Europa (Leipzig, 1687). Fossati Bellani, I, 57.
£850
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EIGHTEENTH CENTURY GRAND TOUR CURRENCY EXCHANGE SHEETS

Rare Books

62. [CURRENCY.] [A collection of currency exchange rate sheets issued principally in
Italian and French cities.]
53 printed paper sheets in total, 1761-1812, the majority eighteenth century, ranging in size from approx. 7 x 6 cm to
12 x 20cm, both letterpress & engraved, several with decorative architectural headings, vignettes or borders, completed in
manuscript, in very good, fresh condition.

This collection of 53 currency exchange rate sheets date from 1761-1812, the majority being from the
second half of the eighteenth century, principally issued in Italian and French cities. Such slips were
invaluable for any merchant or grand tourist needing to calculate currency conversions between different
countries and city states. The following cities and date ranges are present here: Livorno, 7 sheets, 17761812; Venice, 7 sheets, 1773-1785; Naples, 3 sheets, 1789-1790; Milan, 3 sheets, 1774-1790; Palermo, 1
sheet, 1790; Genoa, 8 sheets, 1787-1790; Rome, 1 sheet, 1761; Paris, 8 sheets, 1787-1810; Lyon, 4 sheets,
1773-1819; Amsterdam, 5 sheets, 1761-1790; Vienne, 2 sheets, 1790; Toulouse, 1 sheet, 1812; Marseille, 2
sheets, 1809-1810; Augsburg, 1 sheet, 1789. These are rare survivals - given the ephemeral nature of these
sheets few have survived.
£2750
GRAND TOUR POLYGLOT PHRASE BOOK

63. [TRAVEL.] Taschenbuch für die Conversation in ausländischen Sprachen; der
Französischen, Englischen, Italienischen mit deutscher Erklärung; Zum Gebrauch für
Reisende, fürs Militär fürs gesellschaftliche Leben und für den Unterricht ... Manuel pour la
conversation ...
Leipzig, F.A. Brockhaus. 1819. 12mo (8 x 15.5cm) [4], 431, [1]pp., facing title-pages in French & German, occasional
light paper toning, contemporary cloth-backed painted paper covered boards, spine with paper label, light wear to extremities.

This rare pocket phrase book supplies sample dialogues for conversation in German, English, Italian and
French. The focus is on travel talk, with the manual being aimed in particular at travellers and soldiers. The
subject matter provides much contextual detail concerning considerations relevant to Grand Tourists of the
Regency era: “Conversation on board a ship or yacht ... Enquiries on a journey which cannot be otherwise
performed than in a sedan, or chair, or on mules ... Conversation at the stage inns, whilst the horses are
changing ... On speaking to the
searchers of the customs ... On
calling for victuals at an inn ... For
a travelling lady, who is brought to
bed in an inn ... For a person who
wishes to hire or purchase a house
in the country ... ” The early
nineteenth century saw the publication of a flurry of polyglot
conversation manuals, with many,
as here, reprinting dialogues from
those published under the name of
Madame de Genlis (1746-1830) apparently in this case drawing
from the enlarged edition of her
Manuel du voyageur (Paris,
Barrois,1810).
OCLC locates 2 copies only
(Universit of Wisconsin, Madison;
Landesbibliothek MecklenburgVorpommern).
£450
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RETURN TO TURKEY PLANNED BY PIONEERING TRAVELLER

64. ARUNDELL, Francis Vyvyan Jago. [Autograph
letter signed, to the artist William Brockedon
concerning Arundell’s plans for an imminent return
to Turkey and negotiations with publishers.]
Plymouth, 15 October 1834. Autograph letter signed. 4to (18.5 x
23cm) [4] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf including address
panel with related postal markings & remains of black wax seal, small
tear from opening touching a few letters but not affecting sense, some
light dusting along old folds, very good.

A rare autograph letter penned by the traveller and antiquary
Francis Vyvyan Jago Arundell (1780-1846), here writing from
Plymouth 15 October 1834 to the artist and inventor William
Brockedon (1787-1854). In 1822 Arundell had been
appointed chaplain to the British factory at Smyrna, later
publishing two important accounts of his pioneering Levantine
travels as A visit to the seven churches of Asia (1828) and Discoveries
in Asia Minor (1834). Here Arundell outlines plans for a third
trip to Turkey, also mentioning negotiations with publishers:
“... I am now in a state of bewilderment as to the future course
to be adopted. It is imperative for me to return to Turkey if only to arrange my affairs there ... the difficulty
is my poor afflicted wife. She cannot bear the idea of remaining alone in England, while I go to Smyrna, and
to expose her to the miseries of a long voyage or journey ... I suppose if must, a ship voyage by the steam
packet to Malta ... I wrote Arrowsmith some time ago, I should be very glad to hear from him about our
projected map of Asia Minor ... ”
£450
GRAND TOUR BY SCOTTISH BANKER FRIEND OF BOSWELL

65. FORBES, William. [Autograph letter signed, to John Hay Esq. in Edinburgh, recording
impressions of Ostend.]
Ostend, 9 September 1792. Autograph letter signed. 4to (20.5 x 26cm) [3] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf with
manuscript address panel, postal markings, part of red wax seal remaining (small opening tear not affecting legibility), old
folds, very good.

This letter was penned 9 September 1792 from the Belgian port of Ostend by Sir William Forbes, 6th
baronet, of Pitsligo (1739-1806) a leading Scottish banker, philanthropist, friend of James Boswell and
member of Samuel Johnson’s Literary Club. It marks the beginning of a grand tour organised by Forbes for
his wife Elizabeth, née Hay, (1750-1802) in the hope that the Italian climate might bring an improvement to
her health. Rome was followed by a visit to Naples, where, with
James Clark as guide, Forbes was introduced to a number of artists,
among them Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Tischbein (1751-1829) and
George Augustus Wallis (see: John Ingamells, A dictionary of British
and Irish travellers in Italy 1701-1800, Yale University Press, 1997,
pp. 369-370). Here Forbes updates his brother-in-law with news of
a stormy crossing and his positive impressions of Ostend: “Your sister
who used to reckon herself an excellent sailor – was so very sick,
that when Christy expres’t some apprehension on the ships heeling a
good deal, her mother declared that drowning had lost all its terror
... it was very amazing to see the flags of so many different nations
assembled in one port. Among the rest there are 3 or 4 Imperial
Indiamen. One of them a very fine vessel built in Bengal of teak
wood, what is reckoned the finest ships timber in the world ... In the
evening, as we were going about ... we came to the convent of the
Capuchin, who were just going to begin vespers in their chapel
which was a novelty to the ladies ...”
£450

SCOTS IN ITALY - MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU CONNECTION

Rare Books

66. BROWN, Elizabeth. [Autograph letter signed, to
Charles Irvine Esq. at Aberdeen, describing the recent
sickness and death of Mr. [John] F[orbes] at Padova in
the summer of [1762], with related references to
financial matters.]
Venice, 9 February 1763. Autograph letter signed. 4to (18.5 x 23cm) [2]
pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf with address panel, postal
markings, residue of black wax seal, two small areas of paper loss at upper
margin (touching a few letters but sense recoverable), old folds, very good.

Writing from Venice 9 February 1763, Elizabeth Brown provides
the Aberdeen merchant Charles Irvine (c.1693-1771) with a
detailed account of the melancholy demise of their mutual friend
“Mr. F” in Padova in the Summer of 1762, “partly by the hereditary consumptive distemper lurking within him & partly thro’
lowness of spirits contracted by repeated disappointments ...”
Elizabeth Brown has been identified as having received financial
support and friendship in Padova in 1757 from Lady Mary
Wortly Montagu (1689-1762) (See: Grundy, I., Lady Mary Wortley Montagu. Oxford University Press,
1999, pp. 563). “Mr. F” must be the merchant John Forbes (1708-1762), formerly of Rotterdam, a business
associate of Irvine who had moved to Italy after facing financial difficulties (“his scheme of retiring out of the
world was form’d with some friends, not as an idle retirement, but only renouncing all ambitious views, they
proposed to look for their happiness through harmony and contentment”). Brown makes some references to
repayment of money owed by Forbes, also mentioning Irvine’s own losses in Sweden, presumably related to
the financial crisis of 1763. An unusual letter evoking the complexity of expatriate life in mid-eighteenth
century Italy. We have not been able to trace any further correspondence by Elizabeth Brown.
£450
SCOTTISH PAINTER WRITES FROM PARMA

67. IRVINE, James. [Autograph letter signed, to his brother Alexander Irvine of Drum,
recording impressions of General Sir John Irwin and family in Parma, also mentioning his
copying of a Correggio.]
Parma, 29 October 1787. Autograph letter signed. 4to (18 x 24.5cm) [2] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf with
address panel, postal markings, residue of red wax seal, small marginal tear to second leaf from opening (no loss of text),
old folds, very good.

Born in Aberdeenshire, the painter and dealer James Irvine (17571831) went to Italy in 1780. Here he writes from Parma 29 October
1787 to his brother Alexander Irvine of Drum, recording his impressions of General Sir John Irwin (c.1728-1788) and family: “I dined
with them that day and they told me they expected I should do the
same every day during my stay at Parma and afterwards in the kindest
manner pressed me to live entirely with them as they had a spare room
they could give me to sleep in; so I am now one of their family and
experience from them the utmost civility and attention ... I have found
them indeed very different from what I had expected and was
surprised to observe a man who had always lived in the world and a
woman born in Kent as clannish as any highlander and prouder of his
being descended from the family of Drum than of being a general
officer or a knight of the Bath ...” Irvine also notes a painting project:
“two thirds of my time is taken up in dressing and in the company of
these great folks when I would much rather be passing it with
Correggio – I have begun a copy of part of his famous picture of the
Madonna, child, Magdalene & c ...”. See: John Ingamells, A dictionary
of British and Irish travellers in Italy 1701-1800,Yale University Press,
1997, pp. 543-544 (for Irvine) & pp.546 (for Irwin).
£450
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THEATRICAL SONGS & BALLADS FROM THE REGENCY ERA - FINELY BOUND

68. [MUSIC.] [A composite volume of Regency-era sheet music for popular songs
and ballads.]
[London, c.1819.] Composite volume of engraved sheet music scores for approximately c.50 different pieces,
in fine condition. Folio (25 x 35cm) flyleaf with ink ownership inscription “Colonel Hely Hutchinson”, pink
pastedowns, fine-quality contemporary maroon morocco, boards ruled in gilt, spine gilt in compartments with
gilt harp tools, titled in gilt, all edges gilt, light wear to extremities.

A fine composite folio of engraved Regency-era sheet music, this large morocco-bound volume
contains musical scores with lyrics for around fifty popular songs and ballads of the early
nineteenth century. Customers would select their desired songs in a music shop or emporium
and they would then be bound up all together, making each volume of this type unique. Many of
the scores here are for songs taken from popular plays: “The celebrated Echo song sung by Miss
Stephens and accompanied on the flute by Mr. Burch in the musical entertainment Brother and
sister at the Theatre Royal Covent Garden ... My solider love, sung by Miss Stephens in The
antiquary, at the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, adapted and arranged with new symphonies and
accompaniments by Henry R. Bishop ... Allen a Dale, a song in the poem of Rokeby, written by
Walter Scott Esq. and set to music with an accompaniment for the piano forte, by John Ross,
organist of St. Paul’s Aberdeen ... The Savoyard Boy, sung by Master Williams, at Sadler’s Wells
Theatre, in the favourite burletta of The boarding school miss, written by C. Dibdin, Esqr. ... A
Canadian boat-song arranged for three voices by Thomas Moore Esq. ...”
£950

SCOTTISH SONGS COLLECTED IN MANUSCRIPT

Rare Books

69.
[MACGREGOR,
Joseph.] A collection of
songs both poetry and
music the poetry by
Joseph MacGregor Esqre
accountant
in
Edinburgh and carefully
copied for Miss Oliver.
[Edinburgh,
c.1825]
Manuscript, ink on paper. 8vo
(12.9 x 20.5cm) [4], 43pp.,
with several additional tissue
guards, paper watermarked “J.
Whatman Turkey Mill 1825”,
some light waterstaining to one
corner, original marbled wrapper.

This unusual little manuscript records songs by the Edinburgh accountant and poet Joseph MacGregor
together with related music. Copied c.1825 for “Miss Oliver”, in what appears to be a professional scribal
copperplate hand, from song sheets published by Alexander Robertson of 47 Princes Street Edinburgh, the
content includes “How blythely the pipe thro’ Glenlyon was sounding, A favourite song as sung with great
applause by Mr Sinclair, The poetry written to a popular Scots melody by Joseph MacGregor Esq ... O’er
hill or dale roamin sung with enthusiastic applause by Miss Noel ... Oh, hey Johnny lad ... Oh, believe me
I ne’er could another adore ... O saw ye my father & c. ... Our blue bonnets over the border ... Oh! Yes,
our love and all its hours ... Laddie oh! Leave me ... There’s a lover that looks for his mountains in vain ...”
ERSKINE CITED IN SCOTTISH LEASE LITIGATION

£450

70. [LAW.] Unto the right honourable the lords of council and session, the petition of
Duncan Grant, commissary-clerk of Inverness.
[Printed heading dated July 29. 1785.] First edition. 4to (21 x 27cm) 40, 3, [1]pp., drop-head title, unbound & stabsewn as issued, old central fold, a few negligible stains, blank verso of final leaf dusty, very good.

We have not been able to trace another copy of this printed
Scottish legal petition. Dated 29 July 1785 it relates to a complicated dispute over the leasing of a bleachfield and farm at Bught
in the vicinity of Inverness, by William Henderson, bleacher,
from William Fraser, sometime town clerk of Inverness: “the
scene of this iniquitous transaction, was indeed well chosen, it
being a low tippling house, called the Blue-house, which this
unhappy man had been in the use of frequenting during the time
that he had fallen into the practice of habitual dram-drinking.
Four persons only were present ... Mr Henderson was by no
means passive; on the contrary, it was his earnest object to
acquire this lease ... your lordships have a variety of circumstances which bring directly home to the defender in the
execution of the bargain, the charge of circumvention, duplicity
and fraud ...” The petitioner’s arguments include a citation from
the seminal Scottish legal text An institute of the law of Scotland
(Edinburgh, 1773) by John Erskine (1695-1768): “The words of
Mr Erskine are: “that where lesion in the deed and facility in the
granter concur, the most slender circumstances of fraud or
circumvention are sufficient to set it aside ...” Not traced in
ESTC. No copy located in National Library of Scotland catalogue.
£450
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SALMON FISHING RIGHTS ON THE RIVER NESS DISPUTED

71. [RIVER NESS.] Proof adduced by both parties before the Sheriff of Inverness, upon a
petition and complaint presented to him at the instance of William Duff of Muirtoun,
Duncan Fraser merchant in Inverness, and others heretors of salmon-fishings upon the
river of Ness, and claiming right to the island in the said river, against the magistrates and
town-council of Inverness, for stopping them from cutting the wood in the said island.
[Edinburgh, 1765?] 45, [1]pp. ESTC: Bodleian only. [TOGETHER WITH]
January 18. 1765 ... The petition of his grace the duke fo Gordon, William Duff of
Muirtown, John Forbes of Culloden, William Fraser of Bught, George Baillie of Leyes ...
[Edinburgh, 1765.] 8pp. Not in ESTC, no copy in NLS. [TOGETHER WITH]
Answers for the magistrates and town council of Inverness; to the petition of William Duff
of Muirtown, and others.
[Edinburgh, c.1766.] 24pp. ESTC: Bodleian only. [TOGETHER WITH]
June 17. 1766. Unto the Right Honourable the Lords of Council and Session, the petition
of Alexander Duke of Gordon, John Forbes of Culloden, William Duff of Muirtown, and
others, heritors of the lower fishings on the River Ness ...
[Edinburgh, c.1766] 19, [1]pp. ESTC: Bodleian only. [TOGETHER WITH]
State of the process, Duncan Macdonald of Glengary, Esq; and his curators for their
interest, captain Alexander Fraser of Culduthill, Patrick Grant younger of Glenmorison,
and Hugh Fraser of Foyers, superior heritors of fishings upon the loch of Ness, and waters
running into the same; against Alexander Duke of Gordon, and his tutors and curators ...
[Edinburgh, c.1765.] 51, [1]pp., without map. ESTC: Bodleian only. [TOGETHER WITH]
June 26. 1766. Answers for Alexander duke of Gordon, John Forbes of Culloden, William
Duff of Muirtoun, and others, heritors of the lower fishings on the river Ness, defenders,
to the petition of Alexander Fraser of Culduthill ...
[Edinburgh, c.1766.]10pp. Not in ESTC, no copy in NLS. [TOGETHER WITH]
Memorial for Alexander Fraser of Culduthill, and others, superior heritors of the fishings
upon the loch of Ness, pursuers; against the vassals of the town of Inverness, and others,
proprietors of inferior fishings upon the River Ness, defenders ...
[Edinburgh, c.1766.] 13, [1]pp. ESTC: Bodleian only. [TOGETHER WITH]
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Answers for Alexander Fraser of Culduthill and others; to the petition of Alexander Duke
of Gordon, John Forbes of Culloden, William Duff of Muirtown, and others, heritors of the
lower fishings on the river Ness ...
[Edinburgh, c.1766.] 7, [1]pp. ESTC: Bodleian only. [TOGETHER WITH]
Memorial for the heritors of the lower salmon-fishings upon the river Ness, defenders,
against Alexander Fraser of Culduthill, pursuer ...
[Edinburgh, c.1766.] 13, [1]pp. ESTC: Bodleian only. [TOGETHER WITH]
April 23. 1768. Answers for Alexander duke of Gordon; to the petition of John Forbes of
Culloden, William Duff of Muirtown, and others, heritors of salmon fishings on the river of
Ness.
[Edinburgh, c.1768] 18pp. lower half of last 3 leaves excised. Not in ESTC, no copy in NLS.
Together 10 pamphlets. All 4to, drop-head titles, stab-sewn as issued, occasional early annotations, small tears touching
a few words, some dustmarking to outer leaves, old folds, overall very good.

This group of 10 rare Scottish legal pamphlets record litigation in the 1760s over disputed salmon fishing
rights in the river Ness, flowing from the north end of Loch Ness to Inverness via Loch Dochfour.
£2500

SCOTTISH REGENCY NORSE TRAGEDY REVIEWED BY DRURY LANE MANAGER

72. KEMBLE, Stephen George. [Three autograph letters signed, to H[ugh]. R[obert] Duff at
Muir Town, Inverness, concerning his opinions on the tragedy Radiger, or, The hall of
Odin.]
I. “Theatre Royal Drury Lane”, 11 January 1819, [1] page; II. “London”, 17 March 1819, [1] page; III. “Stoke.
Derbyshire,” 6 April 1819. [2] pages.Together 3 autograph letters signed. Each 4to (19 x 23cm) on bifolia, versos of 2nd
leaves with manuscript address panels & marginal tears from seal opening (no loss of text), postal markings, red wax seal
residues, paper with some light toning in places, a few dust marks along old folds.

Three autograph letters signed by the prominent actor and theatre manager Stephen George Kemble
(1758-1822). Writing in 1819 as director of London’s Drury Lane Theatre to Hugh Robert Duff (17711832) of Muirtown, Inverness, the letters all appear to concern an obscure Regency-era Norse tragedy in
verse, printed as Radiger, or,The hall of Odin. A tragedy. (Inverness, printed at the Journal Office. 1819): “I am
perfectly convinced no tragedy
in verse, can ever succeed on the
English stage ... It is now too
late in the season to bring out
The tragedy of Radiger, and I do
not think it would be advisable to
present it to the sub committee
in its present form; this will give
the author more time ... I have
read with attention the tragedy
... it is well written, and has a
poem entitled to considerable
praise; but to speak candidly, as a
drama I do not consider it sufficiently effective ...” Kemble
continues with explanations of
how it might be improved. It
seems possible that it was in fact
the work of Major Duff himself,
remembered in particular for his
publication of Culloden papers
(London, 1815), also the writer
of Hannibal. A tragedy. (London,
1820).
£450
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“GRAND COLLECTION OF RARE AND CHOSEN ANIMALS”

73. [MENAGERIE.] For a few days only. To all lovers and admirers of the wonderful
productions of nature. Just arrived in this town, and to be seen in a commodious
caravan, from ten in the the morning till four in the afternoon. A grand collection
of rare and chosen animals, from the most remote parts of the world, viz. I. The
noble he-lion ... II. A beautiful tyger cat ... III. The ouranoutang ... IV. The porcupine
... V. The ape ... VI. The Little Egyptian Night-walker ...
[London? c.1790.] Handbill. 4to (16.5 x 21.5cm) wooduct of lion at head of sheet, some dust marks, tip of
one corner with paper repair not touching text, verso with some imperceptible strengthening, old folds.

Dating to c.1790, this rare example of a handbill advertising a travelling Georgian menagerie is
headed by a woodcut illustrating “the noble he-lion.” Described as “the only he-lion that travels in
this kingdom”, he was “to be seen in a commodious caravan” together with “a beautiful tyger cat
from the Cape of Good Hope ... The ouranoutang, or satyr of the woods, from the Gold Coast,
Africa ... The porcupine, from Algiers ... The ape, from Ape’s Hill in Barbary ... The Little Egyptian
Night-walker ... Admittance to ladies and gentlemen, one shilling – merchants and tradesmen
sixpence ...” The name of the proprietor is not indicated here – several menageries are recorded
touring England towards the end of the eighteenth century, including those of John Pinchbeck and
Gilbert Pidcock. Clearly the omission on the handbill of an actual location was deliberate, the use
of “this town” being preferable as it allowed the same handbill to be distributed at different
locations while touring.
ESTC locates 1 copy only (British Library).

£950
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FAMED MENAGERIE LION “NERO” IN REGENCY HAIR PICTURE

74. [WOMBWELL, George.] Nero a young lion.
[London?, c.1825.] Hair picture on silk backing (image approx. 21 x 16cm, frame approx. 36 x 31cm) contemporary
giltwood frame, glazed, incorporating verre églomisé border, titled in ink at foot of silk border “Nero a young lion”, light
wear to extremities of frame, very good.

This unusual Regency hair picture depicts “Nero a young lion”. A date of c.1825 is indicated on account of
that being the year in which the lion Nero, owned by menagerie-keeper and promoter George Wombwell
(1777-1850), was involved in a famous lion-baiting caged fight with several English bulldogs. The contest
was reported widely, the most notable feature being that Nero the lion appeared only to act in a defensive
way against the dogs, refusing to become the aggressor, despite the fact that his strength would have allowed
him to devour them with ease had he wished.
£2500
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SWISS DWARF PERFORMING ON STAGE IN THEATRICAL MEZZOTINT

75. WORRENBERG, Jaen. Jaen Worrenberg, neé en Suisse, ageé de 37 ant. a 2 pied 7 pouce de
hoteur. Hans Worrenberg, het Switsertie, is lang. 2 voet, en 7 decym.
[Amsterdam?, c.1690?] De Lespine cum privil: ord: Holl: etWestferlia. Print, mezzotint on paper (platemark 18.5 x 25cm,
thread margins) some negligible wear to verso, a very good impression.

This scarce theatrical mezzotint portrait depicting the Swiss dwarf Jaen Worrenberg can be dated to c.1690.
Here depicted on stage accompanied by a giant leaning on a walking stick, Worrenberg, finely-dressed, is
about to draw his sword. A stage curtain is pulled back to one side of the scene, while the box in which
Worrenberg travelled is pictured in the background. Worrenberg visited London in 1688. Produced in
Amsterdam, the print bears the name of Jacques Le Moine de Lespine (active 1679-1696).
See: BM 1851,0308.698 & 1902,1011.7939 for variant with Jacob Gole’s name at foot; Hollstein Dutch &
Flemish 138; The Ricky Jay Collection (Sotheby’s), 629.
£950
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KEEPER OF STAGE PROPS AT DRURY LANE THEATRE

76. [GEAR, J.W.] The last Stone of Drury Lane Theatre, not Ellistone, nor Winstone, but PhilStone.
[London.] Drawn from life on stone & pub.d by J.W. Gear, 166 Strand, near the New Strand Theatre.W. Day. Lith.r to the
King 17 Gate St. [c.1830.] Print, lithograph on thin sheet of lithographic paper (20.7 x 28.3cm) contemporaneously
laid on larger sheet of wove paper (approx. 27.5 x 37.5cm) some negligible dustmarking to margins of outer sheet, very
good.

This rare lithograph dating to c.1830 depicts Phil Stone, keeper of stage props at London’s Drury Lane
Theatre. His small stature is emphasised by being pictured adjacent to a large drum and various pieces of
stage silverware. Edward Stirling’s Old Drury Lane ... (1881) contains some anecdotes concerning Stone:
“styled “stage-property man” – very important to the well-doing of performances ... Stone ruled his
properties in a right royal fashion, selecting what he pleased, giving out what he thought proper ... Stone
embarked his savings in a small tripe and sheep’s head shop, in a court near Drury Lane – where he sold
savoury relishes, hot sheep’s-heads and baked potatoes. A good trade sprang up among the performers for
Phil’s snacks ...” The print is noteworthy as a scarce example of a portrait of a member of the backstage staff
of a prominent London theatre. BM 1882,0708.36.
£850
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CANADIAN THEATRE - GRAND REOPENING AT
HALIFAX, NEWFOUNDLAND

77. [NEWFOUNDLAND.] Theatre. Being newly painted
and decorated ... under the immediated patronage of ...
Viscount Falkland ... on Friday evening, July 30, 1841, will
be performed, Sheridan’s admired comedy of the School
for Scandal! ... the whole to conclude with an elegant
comedietta ... entitled, Faint heart never won fair lady! ...
Halifax, July 29 1941[i.e.1841.] Playbill, printed on silk. Folio (15 x
44cm) light pink silk with sewn-on green trim, Royal arms at head of sheet,
old folds, very good.

Printed on silk, this Canadian playbill dates to 1841 and includes
details on recent “thorough repairs”, with the theatre reopening on
Friday evening, July 30th. Visiting stars including “Mr. and Mrs.
Barnes, formerly of the Drury Lane and Haymarket theatres, and
subsequently of the Park Theatre, New York, - and Miss Charlotte
Barnes, from the principal theatres of the United States ...”
Charlotte Barnes (1818-1863) was one of the most successful
actresses in the early era of American theatre. The main event
Sheridan’s School for Scandal was followed by “an elegant comedietta
... entitled, Faint heart never won fair lady! ...” Admission details at
foot advise on pricing, noting a band in attendance, with “tickets to
be had at the principal hotels, at Mr Munro’s book store, and at the
Box Office ...” A rare survival documenting early Victorian Canadian
theatricals.
£750
CANADIAN THEATRICALS AT HALIFAX - PERFORMERS
FROM AMERICA & ENGLAND

78. [NEWFOUNDLAND.] Theatre. By permission of his
excellency the governor ... under the management of Mr.
H.W. Preston ... arrangements, for six nights only, with
Mrs. Gibbs, late Miss Graddon, the celebrated English
vocalist ... On Monday, Sept. 16, 1839, the performance
will commence with the national anthem of God Save the
Queen! ... followed by ... Rob Roy, or Auld Lang Syne ...
the whole to conclude with the admired farce of the
Petticoat Colonel! ...
Halifax, September 14, 1839. Playbill, printed on silk. Folio (14 x 42.5cm)
cream silk, old folds, very good.

Printed on silk, this rare Canadian playbill dates to 1839. The
manager of the theatre at Halifax H.W. Preston announces “a
company of great talent ... selected with care and attention, from
the best sources in America ... London ... and metropolitan
theatres.” Of particular note is an appearance by the popular English
vocalist “Miss Gibbs”, married as Margarita Graddon (c.18041854), accompanied by the English actor Charles Freer (18021857) who worked extensively in America. A rare survival
documenting early Victorian Canadian theatricals.
£750
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ROBINSON CRUSOE’S ADVENTURES
IN LITHOGRAPHIC PRINT FOR CHILDREN

79. [ROBINSON CRUSOE.] The life and adventures of Robinson Crusoe, of
York, mariner, who lived eight and twenty years in an uninhabited island,
on the coast of America, near the mouth of the Great River Oroonoque.
London: Darton & Co. Map & Print Seller, 58, Holborn Hill. [c.1830?] Print, lithograph on paper
(sheet approx. 43 x 29.5cm) some slight dustmarking at marginal extremities, tiny tip of one corner
torn away not affecting printed surface, very good.

A rare lithographic print depicting the story of Robinson Crusoe in twelve engraved
vignettes: “Parts from his father ... Turns Muley over board ... Shipwrecked ... On the
raft ... Discovers the corn ... Discovers the print of a man’s foot ... With his parrot
...Friday’s submission ... Going to fire at the savages ... Friday finds his father ...
Approaches the Englishmen ... Embarks for England.” The publisher William Darton
(1781-1854) had set up his business on Holborn Hill in 1804 – the Quaker Darton
family of print publishers were known in particular for producing books and prints for
children. No copy traced in British Museum print catalogue.
£750
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HISTORY OF GEORGIAN THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES IN LONDON

80. [OULTON, Walley Chamberlain.] The history of the theatres of London: containing an
annual register of all the new and revived tragedies, comedies, operas, farces, pantomimes,
&c. that have been performed at the Theatres-Royal, in London, from the year 1771 to 1795.
With occasional notes and anecdotes. In two volumes ...
London, printed and sold by Martin and Bain, Fleet-street ... 1796. Two volumes. First edition. 8vo (11.5 x 19cm) vi,
196; vi, 117 [i.e. 217], [3]pp., complete with half-titles to both volumes & final ad. leaf in vol. 2, a fine set as issued,
uncut in contemporary blue paper wrappers, original white paper spines with contemporary manuscript titling “Theatres”,
some light wear to paper at head & foot of spines & extremities.
A fine set of the first edition, uncut in contemporary paper wrappers, of this significant Georgian theatrical
history. Compiled by the Dublin-born playwright and theatre-historian Walley Chamberlain Oulton (fl.
1783-1820) it offers a substantial and compendious record “of all the new and revived tragedies, comedies,
operas, farces, pantomimes ... that have been performed at the Theatres-Royal, in London, from the year
1771 to 1795.” The text includes valuable notes recording details including audience reception, anecdotes
concerning actors and managers, and descriptions of some stage sets and costumes. Oulton conceived the
project as a continuation of Benjamin Victor’s History of the theatres of London ... (1761-1771). The first
volume bears a printed dedication to “W.T. Lewis, Esq. acting manager of the Theatre Royal, CoventGarden, the second to “J.P. Kemble Esq. acting manager of the Theatre Royal, Drury-Lane.” Rare in this fine
original condition as issued.
£1250
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RUSSIAN ENLIGHTENMENT POLYGLOT DICTIONARY

81. [RUSSIAN.] Dictionaire manuel en quatre langues savoir la Françoise, l’Italienne,
l’Allemande & la Russe, par Mr. Veneroni ...
[Moscow.] Press of the Imperial Moscow University. 1771. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 21cm) [6], 128, 128-143, 143172pp., (complete), dual-language title in French & Russian, title with eighteenth century ownership inscription
(obscured by contemporary ink scoring), Ebruli-style marbled endpapers, contemporary Russian mottled calf, spine gilt in
compartments with cornucopia & floral tools, gilt-stamped title label in cyrillic, negligible waterstain at lower outer
corner, light wear to extremities, boards with a few rubbed areas, all edges red.

First edition of this rare quadrilingual dictionary printed at the press of the Imperial Moscow University.
Arranged alphabetically around a French word list it includes translations into Italian, German and Russian.
The preface in Russian dated 2 March 1771 contains comments on lexicography, the difficulty of foreign
language teaching and praise for the fabled seventeenth century linguist Giovanni Veneroni (1642-1708),
whose name this volume has been issued under. Presumably one of the numerous polyglot dictionaries
published under Veneroni’s name must have provided a starting point for the Russian compiler. The choice
of French as the source language is unsurprising given its prominence at the court of Catherine the Great
(1729-1797). Hopes for the publication of a companion volume based alphabetically around Russian words
are noted by the compiler, though that further project does not appear ever to have reached publication.
Svodnyi katalog 997. OCLC locates 2 copies (Library of Congress; Bibliothèque nationale de France).

£2500
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CANADA REVISITED IN POEMS BY GERMAN VETERANS OF AMERICAN WAR

82. SEUME, Johann Gottfried & MÜNCHAUSEN, Karl Ludwig August von.
Rückerinnerüngen von Seume und Münchausen.
Frankfurt am Mayn bei Varrentrapp und Wenner. [1797.] First edition. 8vo (11.5 x 18.5cm) [10], 96pp., including
engraved title-leaf & two engraved vignettes, title-page & margins with some foxing, turquoise painted paper pastedowns,
contemporary red morocco-backed marbled boards, original leather label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

The writer Johann Gottfried Seume (1763-1810), travelling to Paris from Leipzig in 1781, was seized by
Hessian recruiters and forced to serve in the American War of Independence as a soldier in the German
auxiliary forces on the British side, landing near Halifax in August 1782. During his time in Canada Seume
became close friends with the German officer and writer Karl Ludwig August von Münchausen (17591836). This volume containing poems by both Seume and Münchausen commemorates their friendship and
contains references to their time together in Canada. Of particular relevance is Seume’s poem “AbschiedsSchreiben. Meinem Freunde Münchausen” with references to the scenery (“Neuschottlands westlichem
Gestade”) and the indigenous Canadian population (“ein freundlicher Hurone”). An appendix adds
contextual notes. The title-page and two vignettes were engraved by Friedrich Ludwig Neubauer (17671826) after drawings by Münchausen. The appendix records that the engraved vignette printed at the foot
of p. 88 depicting a large standing stone amidst pines is intended to represent an actual landscape seen in
Canada by Münchausen (“auf das spitze Ende aufgerichteten unbehavenen grossen ehförmigen Kieselsteins;
deren ich in Neuschottland mehrere ...”)
£750
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AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE - GERMAN WRITER’S EXPERIENCE IN CANADA

83. SEUME, Johann Gottfried. Mein Leben.
Leipzig, bei Georg Joachim Göschen. 1813. First edition. 8vo (10
x 15.5cm) [2], 285, [1]pp., title-page with small wormhole
repair, light paper toning, 19th century printed book label
“Sigmung Amman”, contemporary patterned paper-covered boards,
spine with original red paper label titled in gilt, light wear to
extremities.

First edition of this autobiography of the German writer
Johann Gottfried Seume (1763-1810). His account of time
spent in Canada during the American War of Independence
occupies a substantial part of the book. Travelling to Paris
from Leipzig in 1781 Seume was seized by Hessian
recruiters and forced to serve as a soldier in the German
auxiliary forces on the British side, landing near Halifax in
August 1782. In Canada he became close friends with the
German officer and writer Karl Ludwig August von
Münchausen (1759-1836). Seume did not see conflict,
instead spending his time observing the landscape and the
indigenous Canadian Mi’kmaq population in Nova Scotia.
His autobiographical account concludes on his return to
Europe in 1783 (pp.183), the subsequent years of his life
here having been recorded by his publisher Georg Joachin
Göschen (1752-1828) and friend Christian A. H. Clodius
(1772-1836). See: Hochbruck, Wolfgang. Observing
soldier and enlightened ‘Huron’: Johann Gottfried Seume’s
Nova Scotian experience. European review of native
American studies, 8 (1994), pp. 1 - 5.
£750

ORIGINS OF NATIVE AMERICANS DEBATED IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY GERMANY

84. HORB, Johann Heinrich. De originibus
Americanis, dissertationem dei & superiorum
indultu præside viro clarissimo M. Jo. Henrico
Horbio, domino & præceptore de me summe
merito solenni doctorum examini A.D. 28. April.
A.O.R. MDCLXIX. P.P. Godofredus Wagner/ Lips.
Lipsiæ, Literis Colerianus. [1669.] First edition. 4to (15 x 19cm)
[42]pp., without final blank, paper with light toning, disbound,
small contemporary ink number penned at corner of title-page.

First edition, scarce, of this investigation into the origins of
native Americans, prepared as a dissertation at the
University of Leipzig by Johann Heinrich Horb (16451695) as praeses supervised by praeceptor Gottfried
Wagner (1652-1725), Leipzig philologist, poet and
architect. Discussion of the origins and history of native
American Indians was a topic that aroused considerable
interest in Europe during the seventeenth century – this
work is not to be confused with the similarly titled De
originibus Americanis (The Hague, 1652) by Georg Horn
(1620-1720), a reply to De origine gentium Americanorum
dissertatio (Paris, 1642) by Hugo Grotius (1583-1645).
Sabin 100953.
£650
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AUSTRALIAN NEWS PENNED FROM SYDNEY TO SALTCOATS

85. [MACNAB, Francis.] [Six autograph letters signed, writing with news of his
life in Australia to family members in Scotland.]
Sydney, 10 September 1843; 7 October 1843; 30 November 1843; 1 January 1844; 17 February 1844
& Melbourne, 1 August 1844. 6 letters, [18] pages of text in total; together with 4 further letters of
Macnab family correspondence: MACNAB, Thomas. [ALS to Robert Macnab in Liverpool] Sydney, 20
August 1841, [3] pages; DRYNAN, Jane. [ALS to a Macnab cousin in Saltcoats] Sydney 30 September
1842, [3] pages; HUNTER, A. [ALS to brother John Macnab in Saltcoats.] “near Linksburg Baltimore ...
Maryland”, [c.1840]; MACNAB, C. [ALS to Mrs Macnab, Salcoats.] Edinburgh, 22 March 1839. 10
letters in total (9 4to & 1 folio) all on bifolia, postal stamps & markings, red wax seal residues with a
few small tears from seal openings losing occasional words but sense recoverable, some light dusting along
old folds, overall in very good legible condition.
These letters record impressions of life in Sydney, New South Wales, soon after arrival from
Scotland. Penned in 1843 and 1844, Francis Macnab writes to relatives in Saltcoats, Ayrshire,
and elsewhere. Some additional Macnab family correspondence, including two further letters
(1841 & 1842) from Sydney and one written from Baltimore, are included also. Francis
appears to have emigrated to Australia in search of mercantile prospects, possibly beginning
as a clerk at Dunlop & Co. His letters, written in particular to his mother, contain a variety
of business commentary, family communications, and observations on life in Sydney. There is
also one letter written by Macnab from Melbourne.
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“Getting into female society that is an out and out impossibility, and I therefore might as well
have been in the Garden of Eden before Eve was formed, as in this respectable town, for with
the exception of Jean Hunter, I must say with safety, that I have not spoken a dozen words to
a lady since last I spoke to Aggie on Greenock quay” (7 October 1843).

“I shall put on board the “Glenroy” captain Renfree ... some war clubs, a Chinese mandarins
hat, a pair of Tartar womens slippers, and a pair of Chinese ladies shoes for the Culloden
Museum”

“Trade I am sorry to say continues in a most miserable state, and what is worse no signs of
improvement – our market is completely glutted with goods of every description and heavy
failures are daily taking place” (30 November 1843).

“Willie ... and about a dozen others of the Scotch merchants in Sydney are at present away in
a steamer, up the river Hawkesbury on a pleasure excursion ...”

“Sydney ... really is a beautiful place. The Government Gardens are very pretty indeed ... they
are always open to the public as well as the Government Domain which is a regular
promenade ... it is a grand sight to ... see the Domain crowded with carriages and horsemen.
The Governor ... sends the Regimental Band there to play for our amusement ...”

“It is a disgrace for the Government to be sending more emigrants here, as I see they are at
present doing ... There being hundreds of unemployed mechanics and labourers at present
going about town ...” (1 January 1844).

The following advertisements seem to indicate that Macnab later set up his own enterprise:
“Francis Macnab & Co., 3 Wynyards Street, Sydney. Have always on hand invoices of the
following goods, for which they are sole agents in New South Wales. Cowan & Co’s paper &
stationery, all kinds, Pim & Co’s wines, & spirits Spencer & Budden’s wines, J. W. Robinson’s
ditto, Burton Brewery Co’s ale (in wood and bottle),Younger’s ale ... Lane’s stout ... Harvey’s
Scotch whiskey ... Thin’s pickles, jams, and fruits ... Horton & Grundy’s saddlery ... J.P.
Lloyd’s Northampton boots & shoes ... Mackie’s fancy biscuits ...” (The Australian Almanac ...
1858); “Francis Macnab & Co. Importers of paper, stationery, printed books and general
merchandise ... ” (The stranger’s guide to Sydney ... 1861).
£3750
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PHILADELPHIA TO MADEIRA - SHIPPING INDIAN CORN & WHEAT

86. [NEWTON & GORDON.]
[Bill of lading for a cargo of
wheat, “Indian corn”, and
beeswax shipped by Francis &
Tilghman from Philadelphia to
Madeira for delivery to Messrs.
Newton & Gordon.]
Philadelphia, 6 July 1769. Printed bill of
lading (23.5 x 12.75cm) completed in
manuscript, initial woodcut “S” incorporating a ship, signed off by “Jeremiah
Harkies”, verso with a few contemporary
notes in ink, light paper toning, old folds,
very good.

Dated 6 July 1769 this bill of lading
records the shipping of a cargo of “eighteen hundred bushels of wheat, fifteen hundred bushels of Indian
corn and twelve casks of beeswax” to Messrs. Newton & Gordon on the island of Madeira. Maize, here
described as “Indian corn”, was a significant North American export crop in the mid-eighteen century.
Beeswax was exported for candle-making and also recorded as being utilised in the preparation of wine
barrels – the latter being likely in this case. Founded c.1745 by Francis Newton (d.1805), joined in 1758
by Thomas Gordon, the Madeira wine merchants Newton & Gordon, now Cossart Gordon & Co.,
became prominent suppliers of Madeira wine both across Europe and to the North American market. The
document records the cargo travelling on the ship Penn captained by Jeremiah Harkies, the shippers being
noted as the firm of Francis & Tilghman. This seems to have been a partnership between the prominent
Philadelphia merchant Tench Francis Jr. (1730-1800) and his nephew Tench Tilghman (1744-1786) who
during the American War of Independence served as aide-de-camp to George Washington.
£750
SWEDISH HERRING BOUND FOR MADEIRA

87. [NEWTON & GORDON.]
[Bill of lading for a cargo
including herring, iron,
wood, hyson [tea], cognac
and pickle bound from the
Swedish port of Gothenburg
for Madeira for delivery to
Messrs. Newton & Gordon.]
Gothenburg [Sweden.] 7 November
1768. Printed bill of lading (23 x
14cm) completed in manuscript, signed
off by “Philip Oterdahl”, manuscript
text with some slight ink burn without
affecting legibility, light paper toning,
old folds, very good.

This bill of lading dated 7
November 1768 records the shipping of a substantial cargo from the Swedish port of Gothenburg to
Messrs. Newton & Gordon on the island of Madeira: “five hundred barrells herrings, one hundred fifty
bars weighing twenty two ship pounds 10 lis pound iron, seventy five doz[en] best inch & quarter white
wood deals, three chests best hyson [tea], four hogsheads cognac brandy, two cases merchandize & five
barrells pickle ...” Founded c.1745 by Francis Newton (d.1805), joined in 1758 by Thomas Gordon, the
Madeira wine merchants Newton & Gordon, now Cossart Gordon & Co., became prominent suppliers
of Madeira wine both across Europe and to the North American market. Presumably on arrival at
Madeira, once the Nordic cargo had been unloaded, the ship Enigheten, capt. Philip Otterdahl, would
have been loaded with casks of Madeira wine for the return journey to Sweden.
£450
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MADEIRA WINE BARRELS SHIPPED FROM PORT OF LONDON

88. [NEWTON, GORDON &
JOHNSTON.]
[Bill
of
lading for a cargo of
porter, cheese, and wine
casks bound from London
to Madeira for delivery to
William Johnston Esq.]
London, 25 March 1783. Printed
bill of lading (24 x 12.5cm)
completed in manuscript, woodcut
initial “S” incorporating a ship,
signed off by capt. George Stupart,
verso with a few additional contemporary notes in ink, two faint
embossed duty stamps, old folds, very
good.

This bill of lading dated 25 March 1783 records the shipping of a cargo from London to the island of
Madeira on the “account & risque of messrs. Newton, Gordon & Johnston.” The shipment consisted principally of 50 empty large wine barrels (“hogsheads”), presumably being sent back to Madeira for refilling.
Other items listed include a case of cheese and a hogshead of porter (beer). Founded c.1745 by Francis
Newton (d.1805), joined in 1758 by Thomas Gordon, the Madeira wine merchants Newton & Gordon,
now Cossart Gordon & Co., became prominent suppliers of Madeira wine both across Europe and to the
North American market.
£350
VIRGINIA BEESWAX SHIPPED TO MADEIRA WINE MERCHANTS

89. [NEWTON & GORDON.] [Bill of lading for a cargo of beeswax shipped by Hunter &
Blair from Norfolk harbour, Virginia, to Madeira for delivery to Messrs. Newton &
Gordon.]
Norfolk harbour [Virginia.] 12 June 1769. Printed bill of lading (24 x 12cm) completed in manuscript, initial woodcut
“S” incorporating a ship, signed off by “Lewis Hatton”, light paper toning, old folds, very good.

Dated 12 June 1769 this bill of lading records the shipping of a cargo of one hogshead of beeswax from
Norfolk harbour, Virginia, to Messrs. Newton & Gordon on the island of Madeira. Beeswax was exported
from North America in the mid-eighteenth century, being used for candle-making and also recorded as
being utilised in the preparation of wine barrels – the latter being likely in this case. Founded c.1745 by
Francis Newton (d.1805), joined in 1758 by Thomas Gordon, the Madeira wine merchants Newton &
Gordon, now Cossart Gordon & Co., became prominent suppliers of Madeira wine both across Europe and
to the North American market.
Shipped from Virginia by the firm of
Hunter & Blair, the bill of lading bears
the signature of Lewis Hatton,
captaining the ship Sally. This is most
probably the same Lewis Hatton
(1705-1784) later recorded privateering during the American War of
Independence, purchaser of a large
stretch of land in Norfolk county,
Virginia, on the north side of the
Elizabeth river, now know as Hatton’s
Point (see: R.A. Brock, Virginia and
Virginians, Vol. II, 1888, p.671).
£650
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GUADELOUPE AUCTION
RECEIPT - SHOES FOR
PLANTATION SLAVES?

90. [GUADELOUPE.] Pointe-aPitre-Guadeloupe. D’ordre de
M[r. Faillaut, vendu] à la vente
publique du [18 Août] 18[21]
payable ... Demolle ... 27 paires
soul.[iers] & 2 paire de bottes ...
[Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe, 18 August
1821.] Printed receipt, single sheet (18.5 x
28.5cm) completed in manuscript, verso with
related contemporary ink notes, old folds, very
good.

A rare glimpse of auctioneering in the
French Caribbean in the early
nineteenth century, this receipt records
the purchase of 27 pairs of shoes and 2
pairs of boots at Pointe-a-Pitre on the
island of Guadeloupe on 18 August
1821. Given the large number, it seems
possible they were intended for wearing
by slaves working on sugar plantations.
£250

ANTI-SLAVERY NOVEL AFTER
UNCLE TOM’S CABIN

91. LANGDON, Mary. Ida May; a
story of things actual and possible
...
Boston: Phillips, Sampson and Company. New
York: J.C. Derby. 1854. First edition. 8vo (14
x 19.5cm) iv, [3]-478pp. (complete) a few
negligible marginal stains, overall a very
good clean copy in original publisher’s blindstamped cloth, spine titled in gilt, spine
rubbed, slightly cocked, some light wear to
joints & extremities but sound.

First edition of this American antislavery novel by the Maine novelist
Mary Hayden Pike (1824-1908) writing
under the pseudonym Mary Langdon.
Published soon after Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(1852) by Harriet Beecher Stowe
(1811-1896), the narrative here centres
on the kidnapping of a white girl in
Pennsylvania and her sale into slavery in
South Carolina. Pike’s other novels were
Caste: a story of Republican equality
(Boston, 1856) and Agnes (Boston,
1858) - this was the first and most
popular of the three. Sabin 62829.
£450
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BRISTOL CUSTOMS OFFICER DURING AMERICAN WAR - SIGNED BY LORD NORTH

92. [BRISTOL.] [ … The Right Honorable the Lords Commissioners of His Majesty’s Treasury
… reposing special trust and confidence in the ability … of Joseph Smith gentleman for the
execution of the office of one of the King’s Waiters in the port of Bristol … appoint him …
to hold … the said office …]
[London, 12 August 1777.] Manuscript, single sheet of vellum (17 x 43cm) ten lines, blue embossed tax stamp in one
corner, with signatures of Lords North, Onslow and Beauchamp at foot, each with accompanying small red wax seal, verso
with contemporary endorsements, old folds, very good.

A rare example of a certificate recording the appointment of a “King’s Waiter” at the port of Bristol, a
lucrative customs officer post overseeing the boarding of ships on arrival to check cargos for contraband.
Joseph Smith, appointed 12 August 1777, held tenure during the American War of Independence. The
conflict placed a great strain on trade at the port, bankrupting many merchants. Bristol was one of the
principal British ports for the slave trade in the eighteenth century. The document is also noteworthy for
bearing the signature of the then Prime Minister Lord North (1732-1792) and those of George Onslow, first
earl of Onslow (1731-1814) and Francis Seymour-Conway, first marquess of Hertford (1718-1794).
£550
PLANTATION SUPPLIES SHIPPED TO JAMAICA FROM BRISTOL

93. [QUEENSBOROUGH, Samuel.] [Bill of lading for plantation supplies shipped by L. & R.
Bright including shovels, lime, truss hoops and wood hoops to Jamaica for delivery to
Samuel Queensborough.]
Bristol, 25 November 1803. Printed bill of lading (24 x 12.5cm) completed in manuscript, signed off by “James Jolly”,
verso with contemporary ink inventory summary, light paper toning, uncut, very good.
Dated 25 November 1803 this bill of lading
records the shipping of a cargo of plantation
supplies from Bristol to Jamaica: “ten jugs lamp oil,
one bundle shovels, one basket copperware, one
cask port wine, two h[ogs]h[ea]ds salt, four kegs
split pease ... two punch[eon]s lime, two setts truss
hopps & two hundred bundles wood hoops.” The
document records the cargo travelling on the ship
Ocean captained by James Jolly, the shippers being
noted as the Bristol firm of L. & R. Bright. The
recipient in Jamaica is listed as Samuel
Queensborough, attorney, recorded at this time as
being connected with the Cocoa Walk estate on
Jamaica which was a slave plantation cultivating
sugar and producing rum.
£450
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ABOLITIONIST MESSAGE PROMOTED ON A MEDAL

94. [SLAVERY.] [Medal bearing Wedgwood’s design of an enchained slave with text:] Am I
not a man and a brother.
[Birmingham?, c.1790?] Medal, white metal (diameter 3.3cm) obverse with design of kneeling slave and text beginning
“Am I not a man ...” signed at foot by medallist with initials “T.W.”, reverse with text beginning “Whatsoever ye would ...”
some light wear to extremities, retaining much of original silvered surface, fine.

This medal in white metal, manufactured c.1790, was issued to promote the message of the Society for
Effecting the Abolition of the Slave Trade. Soon after the formation of the Society in 1787 a jasperware
medallion was modelled by William Hackwood (d.1836) at the behest of master potter Josiah Wedgwood
(1730-1795) depicting an enchained slave accompanied by text “Am I not a man and a brother?” This
seminal image had been chosen as the emblem of the Society and occupies the obverse of this medal, the
reverse bearing the text “Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you. Do ye even so to them.” During
the 1790s abolitionist designs were incorporated into many everyday items such as tobacco tins, fob seals,
tokens and medals of this type, which were
sold presumably to raise funds for the
abolitionist cause. This variant includes the
initials of the engraver, “T.W.” BHM 269.
See: Dalton, R. & Hamer, S.H., The
provincial token-coinage of the 18th
century, Middlesex, London, 1910, p.119:
this is similar, or perhaps identical, to DH
238 but the initials “T.W.” are not noted.
“T.W.” may indicate that this was produced
by Thomas Wyon the Elder (1767-1830),
perhaps while he was still working in
Birmingham for the Wyon family engraving
business, before his move to London in
1800.
£950
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ABOLITIONIST JUG ILLUSTRATING UNCLE TOM’S CABIN

95. [SLAVERY.] [Abolitionist stoneware jug decorated with scenes illustrating Uncle Tom’s
Cabin.]
Marked at base: “Published by R. Ridgway & Abington Hanley January 1. 1853.” Jug, moulded stoneware, cream colour
(height approx. 19.5cm) negligible hairline crack to rear interior, very good.

Produced in 1853 by the Staffordshire potters Ridgway & Abington, this moulded stoneware jug on an
abolitionist theme is decorated with scenes from Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852) by Harriet Beecher Stowe
(1811-1896). It may have been issued to coincide with Beecher Stowe’s lecture tour of Britain in 1853.
On one side a slave auction is depicted, on the other Eliza is shown fleeing across the frozen Ohio river
pursued by the slave trade Haley, brandishing a whip. The handle finial is moulded in the form of an African
man with hands clasped in prayer.
£650
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ABOLITION OF SLAVERY CELEBRATED - WILBERFORCE AS “FRIEND OF AFRICA”

97. [WEBB, Thomas.][Medal bearing head of] William Wilberforce M.P. The friend of Africa
[and Britannia attended by an angel and three allegorical figures.] I have heard their cry.
Slave trade abolished MDCCCVII.
[Birmingham, designed by Thomas Webb for D.B. Spooner & Co..] 1807. Medal, silver (diameter 5.3cm) obverse with
head ofWilliamWilberforce, legend “WilliamWilberforce M.P.The friend of Africa”, reverse depicting Britannia attended
by three allegorical figures & angel in the clouds above, with legends “I have heard their cry.” & “Slave trade abolished
MDCCCVII.”, very fine.
A rare example of this large and significant medal in silver commemorating the abolition of the British
Atlantic slave trade in 1807. The obverse displays a finely-modelled depiction of the head of leading abolitionist William Wilberforce M.P. (1759-1833), here described as “The friend of Africa.” The reverse
displays a vignette depicting Britannia raising her arm attended by three allegorical figures and an angel in
the clouds above, with accompanying text “I have heard their cry” and “Slave trade abolished MDCCCVII.”
Modelled by the coin and medal engraver Thomas Webb (1797-1822) for D.B. Spooner & Co. of
Birmingham, examples of this medal are recorded in both bronze and the rarer silver version offered here.
Eimer 983. BHM 627. BM: BNK,EngM.278 & M.5319.
£2750
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ABOLITIONIST & ECONOMIST - FRIEND & COUSIN OF WILLIAM WILBERFORCE

96. Ward, James. Henry Thornton Esq.r Elected the 7th. July 1802. a fifth time representative
in Parliament for the borough of Southwark engraved at the request of the electors.
[London.] Painted by J. Hoppner R.A. Engraved by J.Ward, painter & engraver to HRH the Prince ofWales. [1802.] Print,
mezzotint on laid paper (sheet approx.42.5 x 57 cm; platemark approx. 35.5 x 51cm) closed tear (no loss) at margin
not touching printed surface, a very good impression with wide margins.

This large, fine mezzotint portrait depicts Henry Thornton (1760-1815), political economist, abolitionist
and M.P. for Southwark. A cousin and close friend of William Wilberforce (1759-1833), Thornton was one
of the most influential members of the Clapham Sect of evangelicals. A successful banker, he helped build
the firm of Down, Thornton and Free into one of the largest banks in London. As an economist he is
remembered in particular for the influential work on monetary theory An inquiry into the nature and effects
of the paper credit of Great Britain (London, 1802). Wilberforce and Thornton shared a house together in
Clapham in the 1790s and were close political allies. As an abolitionist Thornton was the most prominent
director of the Sierra Leone Company which aimed to establish an African colony of freed slaves. Engraved
by James Ward (1769-1859) after a portrait by John Hoppner (1758-1810), the British Museum holds a
series of working proofs of this print donated by Ward.
£950
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“GOOD CONDUCT” MEDAL FOR SLAVES ON JAMAICAN PLANTATIONS

98. BECHE, Henry Thomas de la. [Medal issued as reward for “good conduct” on the
Jamaican sugar plantation of Halse Hall, Clarendon.]
[London,WilliamWyon, 1841.] Medal, copper. (diameter 45mm) obverse with right-facing bust of Henry de la Beche,
reverse depicting palm trees & tropical flora with text “Reward for good conduct Halse Hall Jamaica,” some light
patination, extremely fine condition, in contemporary fitted morocco case lined with silk & velvet.

This large copper medal of 1841 was intended to be given out on the Jamaican sugar plantation of Halse
Hall, Clarendon, as a “reward for good conduct”. The obverse bears a bust of the geologist Henry Thomas
de la Beche (1796-1855) who inherited the sugar estate from his father. Although de la Beche supported
slavery reform he was not in favour of abolition, publishing his thoughts in Notes on the present condition of
the negroes in Jamaica (London, 1825) after his return to England from visiting the island. The bust of
Henry de la Beche on this medal was modelled by William Wyon (1795-1851), the prominent dieengraver and medallist, for many years chief engraver at the Royal Mint. Though slavery had been
abolished in 1833 and the “apprenticeship” system finished in 1838, many former slaves on Jamaica had
no other means of subsistence other than continuing to toil on sugar plantations. A rare medal in
extremely fine condition.
£1500
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MEDAL GIVEN TO SLAVES ON LIVERPOOL MERCHANT’S DEMERARA ESTATE

99. [SLAVERY.] [Medal issued as] A reward for good behaviour [issued by] J. Bolton Esq.
Waterloo Estate 1835 [Demerara.]
[London, Thomas Halliday, 1835.] Medal, bronze (diameter 5.3cm) obverse: profile bust within wreath with text “J.
Bolton Esq.Waterloo Estate 1835”, reverse: text within wreath: “A reward for good behaviour,” about extremely fine.

A rare example of a medal issued to plantation slaves as “a reward for good behaviour” this large bronze
medal by Thomas Halliday (1771-1844) bears a portrait of the Liverpool merchant, slave trader and
planter John Bolton (1756-1837). The medal was produced in 1835 for distribution on his Waterloo
estate, a plantation located in British Guiana. This was during the apprenticeship period (1834-1838)
before the final emancipation of all slaves in British colonies in 1838. Demerara was known in particular
for the production of sugar and cotton. Bolton was one of the wealthiest Liverpool merchants involved
in the slave trade, investing in over 70 transatlantic slavery voyages, and had interests in both the West
Indies and British Guiana (see: ODNB). In 1806 he had purchased Storrs Hall, on the banks of lake
Windermere, holding sailing regattas with attendees including William Wordsworth (1770-1850) and Sir
Walter Scott (1771-1832). BDM II, 390.
£1250
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CODRINGTON COLLEGE ON BARBADOS

100. [COLERDIGE, William Hart.] Codrington College. Barbados. After a drawing by
the Bishop of Barbados.
[London.] W.Walton lithog. Printed by C. Hullmandel. [c.1830.] Lithograph, on sheet of thin lithographic paper
(approx. 35.7 x 24.3cm) contemporaneously laid down on larger sheet of heavier wove paper (approx. 43.5 x
30cm), some light foxing to outer margins, small crease at tip of one corner, very good.

This rare lithograph reproduces a sketch of Codrington College on Barbados taken around 1830.
Founded in 1745 from a bequest by the colonial governor and plantation owner Christopher
Codrington (1668-1710), this was the first Anglican theological college in the Americas. Published
in London by the pioneering lithographic printer Charles Joseph Hullmandel (1789-1850), the lithograph was engraved by William Louis Walton (1808?-1879) after a drawing by the Rt. Rev.William
Hart Coleridge (1789-1849), the first bishop of Barbados. Coleridge must have been something of
an amateur artist - a similar lithographic view titled Codrington College from the Chapel-Hill. 1825. (I.T.
Lewis. Lith. Winchester. [c.1825.]) most probably also was drawn by his hand. We have not traced
another example of this print in the British Museum or elsewhere. Rare.
£950

AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE DESCRIBED IN FRENCH NOVEL
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101. MICHIELS, Alfred. Le capitaine Firmin ou la vie
des nègres en Afrique ...
Paris. Garnier Frères, libraires. 1853. First edition. 8vo (11.5 x 18cm)
357, [3]pp., with final contents leaf, occasional marginal foxing,
marbled pastedowns, silk bookmark, very good in contemporary leatherbacked marbled boards, spine ruled in gilt with raised bands, original
red leather label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.
First edition, scarce, of this slavery novel set in Africa by the
Franco-Belgian writer Alfred Michiels (1813-1892), known
also for producing a French translation of Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(1852) by Harriet Beecher Stowe (1811-1896). The focus of
the narrative is on slave trading in Africa, the central character
being Captain Firmin Rozoy. Chapter headings include: “La
côte d’Afrique ... Un blanc esclave en Afrique ... La chasse aux
esclaves ... La capture ... La marche à la côte ... Le vaisseau
négrier ... Une révolte à bord ...” A rare example of a
European novel concerning the transatlantic slave trade with an
African setting.

Hogg, The African Slave Trade and Its Suppression, 4379.
OCLC locates 2 copies (Bibliothèque nationale de France;
Paris-Institut de France).
£750

ABOLITIONIST PLEA FOLLOWS FRENCH PASTORALS

102. [LE MONNIER, Guillaume Antoine.] Fêtes des bonnes-gens de Canon et des rosieres de
Briquebec.
A Avignon ... A Paris, Chez L’Abbé Le Monnier ... Prault ... 1777. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 21.5cm) viii, 208, 7, [1]pp.,
engraved frontispiece (“Moreau le J[eu]ne ... 1777” small blind-embossed collector’s stamp to title (“Mazier Caen”), very
good with a few edges uncut, modern marbled card wrapper in period style.

First edition of this volume compiled by
Abbé Guillaume Antoine Le Monnier
(1721-1797), translator, poet and friend
of Denis Diderot (1713-1784),
collecting texts celebrating a spirit of
virtue on the occasion of pastoral festivities in Normandy at Briquebec. The
book is noteworthy for including an
early French abolitionist text, for Le
Monnier has appended a separately-titled
section headed Discours d’un negre marron,
qui a été repris & qui va subir le dernier
supplice, being the speech of a
condemned slave named Agathon,
captured after escaping, imploring an
end to the barbarity and inhumanity of
slavery and the slave trade. Le Monnier
notes in an afterword “Le but de l’auteur
dans ce Discours a été exciter les Blancs
à l’humanité envers les Noirs ...” The
finely-engraved frontispiece is the work
of Jean-Michel Moreau (1741-1814).
£450
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SWEDISH COLONY IN WEST INDIES - GOVERNANCE & TRADE REGULATIONS

103. [ST. BARTHELEMY.] Kongl. Maj:ts nådiga
reglemente, angående styrelsen å ön St.
Barthelemy i West-Indien. Gifwit Upsala Slott
then 31 October 1786.
Stockholm, Kongl.Tryckeriet. [1786.] First edition. 4to (19 x
23cm) 8pp., title-page with contemporary ink note “Majors
Expedition No. 462”, fine, uncut, unbound as issued.

Issued on the same day that the Swedish West India
Company was founded, 31 October 1786, these
printed regulations details nine provisions concerning
the government, justice system and trading regulations
on the Caribbean island of St. Barthelemy, Sweden’s
only colony in the West Indies. Under Swedish rule
between 1784 and 1878, the island became the base for
Swedish participation in the transatlantic slave trade.

OCLC locates 7 copies only (Hamilton College
Library; Yale University; University of Delaware;
Clements Library at University of Michigan;
Newberry Library; Paris-Mazarine; Swedish National
Library).
SWEDEN’S CARIBBEAN COLONY - LEGISLATING MERCANTILE RISK

£450

104. [ST. BARTHELEMY.] Kongl. Maj:ts nådiga
förordning, angäende tiden sa wäl för
borgenärer å en St. Barthelemy at bewaka
deras fordringar uti de inom sweriges rike sig
yppande concurs-twister, som ock för
borgenärer här inom riket at likaledes deras
rätt i akt taga utidylika å berörde ö förefallande mål.
Stockholm, Kongl. Tryckeriet. 1791. First edition. 4to (20 x
24cm) [8]pp., a fine copy, uncut, unbound & unopened as
issued.

The Caribbean island of St. Barthelemy, Sweden’s only
colony in the West Indies, from 1784 became the base
for Swedish participation in the transatlantic slave
trade. However the harsh and somewhat barren conditions on the island made mercantile success a
challenge. This Swedish royal proclamation issued 7
September 1791 regulates the duration of bankruptcy
cases both on the colony of St. Barthelemy and in
Sweden.

OCLC locates 6 copies only (Hamilton College
Library; University of Illinois; Clements Library
University of Michigan; University of Minnesota;
Swedish National Library; John Carter Brown
Library).
£450

SWEDISH CARIBBEAN COLONY MADE A FREE PORT
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105. [ST. BARTHELEMY.]
Kongl. Maj:ts nådiga
kungörelse,
som
förklarar
ön
St.
Barthelemy i Westindien
för en fri hamn eller
porto franco. Gifwen
Drottningholms
slott
then 7 Septemb. 1785.
Stockholm, Kongl. Tryckeriet.
[1785.] First edition. 4to (18 x
23cm) [4]pp., contemporary ink
numeration in corners of titlepage, uncut, unbound as issued,
very good. [TOGETHER
WITH]

[ST. BARTHELEMY.] Kongl. Maj:ts nådiga kungörelse, til hämmande af obetänkte utflyttningar til ön S:t Barthelemy: gifwen Stockholms slott then 2 Maij 1786.
Stockholm, Kongl. Tryckeriet. [1786.] First edition. 4to (18 x 22cm) contemporary ink annotations in maring of title
“Maj. Expo. ...”, uncut, unbound as issued, very good.

The Caribbean island of St. Barthelemy, Sweden’s only colony in the West Indies, was under Swedish rule
between 1784 and 1878, and became the base for Swedish participation in the transatlantic slave trade. The
first proclamation here, issued 7 September 1785, declares the island a free port. This was an attempt to
increase trading activity to the colony. The second proclamation here was issued in an attempt to encourage
merchants to St. Barthelemy, but warn off colonists with interests in cultivation on account of the harsh and
somewhat barren conditions on the island.

I. OCLC locates 8 copies (Hamilton College Library; University of California, Latin American Collection;
UCLA; University of Michigan Clements Library; John Carter Brown Library; British Library; Swedish
National Library; University of Minnesota). II. OCLC locates 5 copies (Boston Public Library; John Carter
Brown Library; Hamilton College Library; University of Michigan Clements Library; Swedish National
Library).
£650
NORTH AMERICAN & WEST INDIAN GOODS IMPORTED TO SWEDEN

106. [WEST INDIES.] Kongl. Maj:ts nådige kungörelse
angående lindring i tullen M.M. å Americanske och
Westindiske waror, som med Swenska skepp hitföras.
Gifwen Stockholms slott then 6 martii 1783.
Stockholm, Kongl. Tryckeriet. [1783.] First edition. 4to (19 x 23cm)
[4]pp., a fine copy, uncut & unbound as issued.

This rare Swedish royal proclamation issued 6 March 1783 grants
relief on customs tariffs imposed on goods imported to Sweden
from North America and the West Indies. Swedish trading
ambitions with the Americas were growing at this time and the
following year Sweden acquired the Caribbean island colony of St.
Barthelemy from the French in return for trading privileges.
OCLC locates 4 copies only (Clements Library University of
Michigan; New York Public Library; John Carter Brown Library;
Swedish National Library).
£350
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SWEDISH WEST INDIA COMPANY
RESTRUCTURED

107. [ST. BARTHELEMY.] Kongl. Maj:ts
förnnade rådiga reglemente, hwarefter
styrelsen å ön S:t Barthelemy i West-Indien,
så wäl i justitiæ, police och oeconomieärender, som i alt öfrigt kommer at förwaltas
och utöfwas. Gifwit Beckaskog den 15
october 1805.
Stockholm, Kongl. Tryckeriet. 1805. First edition. 4to
(17.5 x 22cm) [10]pp., some slight fraying at inner
margin, very good, unbound.

Measures for restructuring the Caribbean trade
occupied by Swedish West India Company were
announced in this Swedish royal proclamation issued
15 October 1805. The old Swedish West India
Company had in fact been dissolved on 22 May 1805
due to non-renewal of trading privileges by the
Stockholm Board of trade due to disappointment in
the performance of the venture. In these new
regulations the operation of Swedish trade with the
West Indies, centred on the island colony of St.
Barthelemy, was reorganised with much more
control centred in the Swedish state, in particular
concerning tariffs, legislation and administration.

OCLC locates 7 copies (Clements Library
University of Michigan; Swedish National Library;
Hamilton College Library; University of California,
Latin American Collection; UCLA; John Carter
Brown Library; New York Public Library).
£450

BORN IN DELAWARE - SWEDISH POET
ANDREAS HESSELIUS “AMERICANUS”

108. [HESSELIUS, Andreas.] Swea-manna
lagbundna frihet, såsom talande, förestäld
uti fyra skaldeqwäden.
Stockholm,Wildiska Tryckeriet. 1755. First edition. 4to (15
x 19cm) [18]pp., light paper toning, spine with remnants
of old paper backing strip, very good.

The author of this rare pamphlet of patriotic
Swedish verse was Andreas Hesselius (1714-1762), a
poet and English language teacher at Uppsala
University. He was known as “Americanus” on
account of his birth in America, his father Andreas
Hesselius (1677-1733) having been Lutheran pastor
at Fort Christina in the Swedish settlement at
Delaware.

OCLC locates 1 copy only (Swedish National
Library).
£450

Rare Books

JAMAICAN FLORA CATALOGUED UNDER
GUIDANCE OF LINNAEUS

109. LINNAEUS, Carl. Flora Jamaicensis, quam
indultu nobil. nec non exper. ord. med. in supremo
ad Salam Athenæo, præside ... Dn. Doct. Carolo
Linnæo ... publicae erudit. censuræ submittit
Carolus Gust. Sandmark, Vermelandus. In audit. Car.
maj. ad diem [ XXII] Decembr. anni MDCCLIX.
h.a.m.s.
Upsaliæ. [1759.] First edition. 4to (15 x 18cm) 27, [1]pp., very
good, resewn, remains of marbled paper backstrip, unbound.
The flora of Jamaica is the subject of this University of Uppsala
dissertation defended 22 December 1759 by Carl Gustaf
Sandmark under the supervision of the famed Swedish
botanist Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778). A catalogue of plants
follows a short description of the island. The content appears
to have been based principally on The civil and natural history of
Jamaica (London, 1756) by Patrick Browne (1720-1790), a
correspondent of Linnaeus, and Catalogus plantarum quæ in
insula Jamaica sponte proveniunt ... (London, 1696) by Hans
Sloane (1660-1753).
Stafleu & Cowan 4806.; Pritzel; 5490; Cundall 1030; Sabin
76420?; Soulsby 2087.
£650

FICTIONAL CARIBBEAN ADVENTURES TRANSLATED
FOR SWEDISH READERS

110. [BICKERSTAFFE, Isaac.] Lefwernes-beskrifning
öfwer Ambrosius Gwinett.
Stockholm, Kongl. Tryckeriet. 1770. First edition in Swedish. 8vo (10 x
16.5cm) 31, [1]pp., very good, disbound.

A rare Swedish translation from the English of this popular
Caribbean adventure narrative attributed to the Irish playwright
Isaac Bickerstaffe (1733-c.1808): The life, and strange, unparallel’d
and unheard-of voyages and adventures of Ambrose Gwinett, formerly
well known to the public, as the lame beggar man, who in the year 1734,
and for a long time after, swept the way between the Mews Gate and
Spring Gardens, Charing-Cross. Containing, an account of his being
tried and convicted, and hanged in chains at Deal in Kent, for the
supposed murder of Mr. Collins. His surprizing recovery after hanging in
chains; his voyages to the West Indies, and being taken by the Spaniards,
amongst whom he met with the supposed murdered Mr. Collins; their
admiration in meeting each other, and proposed to return to England
together.The accident that threw Mr. Gwinett in the hands of pirates; his
extraordinary adventures with them; his being taken again by the
Spaniards, and sent to Old Spain, and there condemned to the gallies. His
being taken by the Algerines, and carried into slavery, and after many
hardships returned to England, &c.Written by himself (Second edition:
London, 1770). The first London edition perhaps may have been
printed in 1769.
OCLC locates 1 copy only (Swedish National Library).

£750
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SPANISH TOWN, JAMAICA - A WOMAN WRITES TO LONDON FOR LEGAL ASSISTANCE

111. [JAMAICA.] JACOBI, Mary. [Autograph letter
signed, addressed to Mr. Francis Amos at Red Lion
Court, London, seeking assistance in securing an
inheritance for her son Charles.]
Spa.[nish] Town, 19 April 1773. Autograph letter signed, ink on
paper. Folio (19 x 30.5cm) [2] pages on bifolium, some blank
sections from second leaf gone but no loss of text, with ink address
panel intact, a few imperceptible repairs along old folds, very good.

An unusual survival, being a relatively early letter written by
a woman from Jamaica: Mary Jacobi writes from Spanish
Town Jamaica 19 April 1773 addressing Francis Amos at Red
Lion Court near Fleet Street in London. She seeks assistance
from the brother of her first husband Charles Amos (d.1763)
after the death of her second husband [Diederick?] Jacobi
(d.1773?), in particular relating to securing a financial
bequest left to her son George: “the reason of my troubling
you now is about 18 months agoe my sisiter & my self not
being in town, had an application made to her by Mr. Willm.
Bullock in consequence of a letter he had just rec.d from one
Mr Campble who wrote to Mr Bullock by the desire of the
Reverend. Mr Spicer to enquire after me and my children
and to acquaint me that he had some hundred pounds in his
possesscon which belonged to my child in rite of his grandfather requesting that I would send proper proofs of my
marriage and the birth and names of the children ... I had
some thoughts of carrying him to England my self for his
education which cannot be well done in this part of the
world where we are badly off for proper schools ... ” More
details and complications of her predicament follow. Many
women widowed in the West Indies must have found
themselves in similar situations, however very little of this
sort of correspondence survives.
£750

SCOTTISH MERCHANT’S NEWSLETTER FROM JAMAICA TO MADEIRA

112. [JAMAICA.] GORDON, Alexander. [Autograph letter
signed, to William Johnston Esq. merchant in Madeira,
sending news from Jamaica.]
Falmouth, 18 December [17]78. Autograph letter signed. 4to (18.5 x 22.5cm)
[2] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf with manuscript address panel, old
folds, very good.

The merchant Alexander Gordon writes from Jamaica to Madeira,
addressing this letter to William Johnston of the prominent Madeira
wine merchants Newton & Gordon: “Capt. Mitchell commander of the
Duke of Cumberland who has a letter & some newspapers & a Scilly
Ling for you, will deliver you this & the inclosed ..Your uncle desir’d I
would return the letter in case they were gone, however I was determin’d to keep it a post or two as I thought the weather seem’d very
uncertain & the wind the same ... in opposition to to two noble
commanders in the Navy, who told me it was in vain to expect them
back ... Adm.l Keppel & Adm.l Pallise’s disputes are productive of a
court martial on Mr Keppel, & I suppose Mr Palliser will soon be call’d
on in the same way – a little time will explain the whole ...”
£350

PROMINENT SCOTTISH PLANTATION ATTORNEY IN JAMAICA

Rare Books

113. [JAMAICA.] LAING, Malcolm. [Autograph letter signed, to William Philip Perrin Esq,
London, reporting on plantation matters including arrangements for shipping the sugar
crop from Blue Mountain and Vere estates.]
Jamaica, 17 June 1778. Autograph copy letter signed. 4to (18.5 x 24cm) [2] pages on bifolium, verso of second leaf
with manuscript address panel & related postal markings, old folds, very good.

Malcolm Laing (1718-1781), born on Eday, an island of
Orkney in Scotland, became a prominent and wealthy
attorney on Jamaica, his career centred on the
plantation economy. Here he writes to William Philip
Perrin Esq., updating him on his plantation interests,
including at the Blue Mountain and Vere estates:: “...
Retrieve Mountatin ... is now without a tenant ... &
without negroes. The land is fairly worn out, and am
afraid there will be difficulty to find a tenant or
purchaser ... I expect the bills of lading for the GrangeHill-sugars shipped on Croaker, to go by the fleet. Ten
h[ogs]h[ea]ds of sugar have been lost in the ships longboat ... Unless we have more ships your crops cannot be
sent home this year from B[lue] M[ountain] & Vere. I am
now under a necessity of hiring sugar-droggers to bring
the B[lue] Mount[ain]n sugars to Kingston to ship on
any vessel that will take them, & from Vere to carry
them to Old Harbour or Kingston ... your estates this
year will make about 600 h[ogs]h[ea]ds ... ”
£450

SCOTTISH LANDOWNER IN JAMAICA WRITES TO EDINBURGH

114. [JAMAICA.] WEDDERBURN, John. [Autograph letter signed to James Smith of
Balharry, writer at the Signet in Edinburgh, concerning his interests in Scotland.]
Hanover, Jamaica 31 Dec. 1765. Autograph letter signed. 4to (18 x 22.5cm) [2] pages on bifolium, some slight marginal
toning at top edge, verso of second leaf with manuscript address panel & old folds, very good.

SirJohn Wedderburn of Ballindean, 6th baronet of
Blackness (1729-1803), known in particular for accruing
a fortune from sugar plantations, writes 31 December
1765 from Hanover in Jamaica. Addressing James Smith
of Balharry, writer to the Signet in Edinburgh, he offers
instruction and comment on various interests in Scotland:
the “impowering ... to give £400 to either of my sisters in
case of a marriage ... I hope by this time you may have
founded Mr. G. Wedderburn ... I am sorry for W.
Fullarton ... throwing up his commission will leave him
quite destitute ... I don’t doubt but you are glad to get
quit of Rosehaugh, ministers are but bad neighbours
unless every one is resolved to truckle to them , the Capt.
ought to have sold in 63 for £200 ...”Wedderburn is know
in particular for the legal case Knight v. Wedderburn
(1777). He brought his Jamaican servant Joseph Knight
back to Scotland when he returned in 1769 - on the basis
of the English ruling in the Somerset case Knight asserted
his freedom which was confirmed in the Scottish courts,
Wedderburn losing the case on appeal.
£450
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ABOLITIONIST SAMPLER WITH DAGUERREOTYPE OF MAKER

115. [ABOLITION.] [BARBAULD, Anna Laetitia.] [Sampler with text titled:] The captive
negro ...
Birmingham, Lombard House School, Elizabeth Smith Illidge. 1829. Dimensions : sampler approx. 34 x 37; frame
approx. 43 x 45cm, stitched in black thread on cream backing, decorative border, small repair losing one letter, a few
negligible stains, very good, glazed in old maple frame. [TOGETHER WITH]

[DAGUERREOTYPE.] [Elizabeth Smith Satchell née Illidge.]
[Birmingham?, c.1850.] Daguerreotype (oval, approx. 7 x 9cm) in original mount & gilt brass frame, further mounted
in modern black ebonised frame in period style, printed inscription to lower section of modern mount, suspension loop
at head.

There was much support for the abolition of slavery in Birmingham in the 1820s, centred in particular
on the Birmingham Ladies Society for the Relief of Negro Slaves. Founded by Elizabeth Heyrick (17691831), Lucy Townsend (1781-1847) and others, in 1825 it was the first anti-slavery society for women
in the United Kingdom. This abolitionist sampler was stitched in Birmingham at the Lombard House
School in 1829 by Elizabeth Smith Illidge. It bears text by the poet Anna Laetitia Barbauld (1743-1825)
titled The captive negro, assuring that God will hear the prayers of a female slave. Also offered here is a
daguerreotype taken c.1850 of the woman who stitched the sampler, Elizabeth Smith Satchell, née Illidge.
£3500
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JAMAICAN PLANTER’S PROFILE PAINTED IN SILHOUETTE

116. [MIERS & FIELD.] Mr. W[illia]m. Vick. Shady Spring. Jamaica.
Miers & Field, 111. Strand, London. [c.1830.] Silhouette painted on plaster, some areas of detail heightened in yellow,
in original black lacquered wooden frame (12.5 x 15cm) with oval brass surround & brass suspension loop at head, verso
with paper label of “Miers & Field” (some losses to engraved text of label along oval border of plaster backing), further paper
label with manuscript note identifying sitter as “Mr.W[illia]m.Vick. Shady Spring. Jamaica”, light wear to extremities, very
good.
A rare example of an early nineteenth century silhouette depicting the profile of a resident of Jamaica.
Dating to c.1830, a manuscript label pasted to the verso identifies the sitter as “Mr.William Vick”, associated
with the Jamaican sugar plantation “Shady Spring” in St. Thomas in the East. The engraved label pasted to the
verso identifies the silhouette as the work of the prominent firm of: “Miers & Field, 111. Strand, London.
(Opposite Exeter Change.) Profile painters, jewellers, seal engravers, and manufacturers of every
description of miniature frames ... Continue to execute their long approved profile likenesses in a superior
style of elegance and with that unequalled degree of accuracy as to retain the most animated resemblance
and character ...”
£950

Rare Books

JAMAICAN THEATRE AT SPANISH-TOWN
AMATEUR THEATRICALS IN THE CARIBBEAN

117. [JAMAICA.] [Five playbillls advertising amateur theatrical performances at the
theatre in Spanish-Town, Jamaica:]
I. Theatre Spanish-Town ... Amateur performance ... On Friday next, the 10th of April ...
Foote’s comedy ... of ... The Liar ... after ... the laughable farce of Monsieur Tonson ...
[Spanish-Town, c.1837.] Playbill. (11 x 28cm) on paper, woodcut Royal arms at head, old folds, very good.
II. Theatre Spanish-Town ... Amateur performance ... On Thursday next, the 7th of May ...
the comedy (in three acts) of Charles the Second, or the Merry Monarch ... after which
the petite comedy of My Aunt ...
[Spanish-Town, c.1837.] Playbill. (11 x 22cm) on silk, woodcut Royal arms at head, old folds, very good.
III. Theatre Spanish-Town ... Amateur performance ... On Tuesday next, the 26th of May ...
the comedy by Foote, of The Liar ... after which the farce of Raising the Wind ...
[Spanish-Town, c.1837.] Playbill. (10.5 x 23cm) on silk, woodcut Royal arms at head, imperceptible repairs to verso
along old folds, small pin hole to centre, very good.
IV. Theatre Spanish-Town ... Amateur performance ... On Wednesday next, the 11th of
November ... the comedy ... by George Colman the Younger, of The heir at law ... after
which the farce of 23, John Street, Adelphi ...
[Spanish-Town, c.1837.] Playbill. (11 x 28cm) on paper, woodcut Royal arms at head, old folds, very good.

Four playbills recording amateur theatricals on Jamaica at the Theatre at Spanish-Town. Two are printed
on silk, two on paper. These performances can be dated to c.1837 - many cast members are listed as
belonging to the 8th, (The King’s) Regiment of Foot, stationed on Jamaica between 1836 and 1839.
Several other performers were from the 2nd West India Regiment. Both male and female roles were taken
by men, suggesting further that the performances were organised within a British regimental context. Of
the utmost rarity, these ephemeral survivals offer a vivid snapshot of early nineteenth century amateur
theatre in the Caribbean. We have not been able to trace other copies of these or similar examples.
£3500
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DUTCH COMPANY PROMINENT IN THE SLAVE TRADE

118. [MIDDELBURG COMPANY.] Regulement van de Commercie Compagnie, der stad
Middelburg in Zeeland.
[Middelburg, 1721.] First edition. Folio (21 x 33cm) 33, [3]pp., including final blank, woodcut Middelburg Company
device to title, uncut & stab-sewn as issued, some negligible toning at the margins, very good.

First edition, scarce, of these printed regulations for the Commercie Compagnie, der stad Middelburg in Zeeland,
later known as the Middelburgsche Commercie Compagnie. The Middelburg Commercial Company, founded in
1720, went on to become the most prominent Dutch commercial enterprise involved in the Atlantic slave
trade after the monopoly held by the Dutch West India Company lapsed in 1730. The text includes details
concerning the company structure, financing arrangements and names of directors.
OCLC locates 3 copies only (International Institute of Social History Amsterdam; Erasmus University
Rotterdam; Zeeland Library Middelburg).
£950

Rare Books

TRANSLATED IN THE WEST INDIES - SANSKRIT EPIC DRAMA IN DANISH

119. [KALIDASA.] [WEST, Hans, trans.] Sacontalá eller den Uheldige ring, et Indiansk
drama af Cálidás; oversat af original-sprogene Sanscrit og prácrit i Engelsk; og heraf i
Dansk, med en indledning til den Danske oversættelse.
Kiöbenhavn, 1793. N. Möller og sön. First edition in Danish. 8vo (12.5 x 19.5cm) lxxi, [1], 230, [2]pp, title slightly
foxed, small contemporary ink signature to title “C.H. Stremme”, very good in contemporary calf-backed marbled boards,
spine with leather label titled in gilt, all edges blue, front joint starting but firmly attached, light wear to extremities.
First edition, rare, of the first Danish edition of this famous Sanskrit epic drama. Translated in the
Caribbean by Hans West (1758-1811), the preface is dated 27 December 1791 from Christiansted on
island of St. Croix. This translation was made from the hugely successful English edition Sacontalá; or, the
fatal ring: an Indian drama. By Cálidás. Translated from the original Sanscrit and Pracrit (Calcutta, 1789) by Sir
William Jones (1746-1794). From 1788 Hans West had been occupied as a schoolmaster on the Danish
island colony of St. Croix, publishing his observations as Bidrag til Beskrivelse over Ste Croix ...
(Copenhagen, 1793) and assembling an important collection of natural history specimens from around
the Caribbean. Later he served as Danish consul in Holland. An unusual example of a literary translation
made in the West Indies during the eighteenth century.
OCLC lists 4 locations only (Danish National Library; Bibliothèque nationale de France; Cleveland Public
Library; Harvard University).
£750
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CIVIL WAR ON MARTINIQUE - PLANTERS & SLAVES AFTER FRENCH REVOLUTION

120. [MARTINIQUE.] Détail fidele et succint de ce qui s’est passé a la Martinique,
pendant le tems de la guerre civile qui a désolé cette isle infortunée.
A Paris, de l’Imprimerie de P. –H. –A. Pain. First edition. 8vo (14.5 x 22cm) 102, [2]pp, with final errata leaf, titlepage with contemporary manuscript ink note at foot “Octobre 1791”, a fine, uncut copy, stab-sewn as issued.

First edition, rare, of this account of the civil war that tore apart the French Caribbean island colony of
Martinique in 1790. Presented in the form of two lengthy letters by a planter dated January and
February 1791, the text attempts to provide a true account of events. Following the suppression of a
slave revolt in 1789 the governor of Martinique, Charles du Houx de Vioménil (1734-1827), was faced
with ongoing political division caused mainly by the impact of the ideas of the French Revolution.
Vioménil returned to France 6 April 1790, relieved of his post by the arrival on 26 March 1790 at FortRoyal of the returning governor of the Windward Islands Claude-Charles de Damas (1731-1805). The
colony had descended into civil war by June, the text here providing an account of insurgency by some
of the slaves supported by local residents, and disorder in Saint-Pierre, including and underlining the
factionalism of the old social and racial hierarchies connecting the white planters, the free gens du
couleur, the soldiers of the Martinique Regiment, the poor Petits blancs and the slave population. A
proclamation issued by Damas outlining measures to restore order on the island is appended.
OCLC locates 2 locations only (British Library; Bibliothèque nationale de France). No copy traced in
John Carter Brown Library catalogue. Martin & Walter 5448. Roquincourt 3647.
£2500

Rare Books

IMAGINARY VOYAGE TO PSYCHEDELIC AFRICAN UTOPIA

121. [AFRICA.] Le Nagzag; ou, Les mémoires de Christophe Rustaut, dit l’Africain.
A Amsterdam, et se trouve à Paris, chez J.P. Costard. 1771. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 20cm) 118pp., eighteenth century
engraved heraldic bookplate “Ex libris J.F.L. Fleury advocati”, first few leaves with negligible waterstain at lower
margin,a very good copy in contemporary French tree calf, boards ruled in gilt, marbled pastedowns & edges, spine gilt
in compartments with floral tooling, original black leather label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this imaginary voyage to an African utopia. Narrated in the first person by adventurer Christophe Rustault, born in Normandy in 1720 as the son of naval captain, the narrative begins
with him sailing to Martinique from France. From there he boards an English ship to the Cape of Good
Hope before journeying to an unknown African island named Gueulsous. Missionaries, elephants, lost
cities, exotic customs, imprisonment, interactions with the indigenous population and Rustault’s initiation in the consumption of a libido-enhancing psychedelic plant named Nag-Zag by an African king,
feature in this singular and unusual African fantasy.
Not in Versins, Encyclopédie de l’utopie; Howgego, R.J., Encyclopedia of exploration. Invented and
apocryphal narratives of travel, 2013, p. 412.
£2750
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PLANTATION SUGAR RETAILED IN GEORGIAN LONDON

122. [SUGAR.] [Invoice recording purchase of sugar loaves from] ... Robert Ingall grocer
at the Golden Sugar Loaves near Southampton Street in the Strand.
London, [30 September 1747.] Printed invoice, single sheet (16 x 11cm) engraved billhead, completed in manuscript,
signed by Ingall at foot, old folds, small filing pinhole, very good.

A scarce example of a mid-eighteenth century invoice for the purchase of sugar from a London grocer,
dated 1747 this bill records the sale of 1 do[zen] do[ouble] loa[ves of sugar] to a “Mr Barnard” by “Robert
Ingall grocer at the Golden Sugar Loaves near Southampton Street in the Strand”. The growth in the availability of sugar imported from plantations in the West Indies fuelled the eighteenth century increase in
British consumption of confectionary, cakes, ice cream and the addition of sugar to cordials, tea and coffee.
The engraved shop sign on the billhead displays three sugar loaves.
£450

WEST INDIAN SUGAR SOLD BY LONDON GROCER

123. [SUGAR.] [Invoice recording purchase of sugar loaves from] ... John Barton grocer at
the Green cannister & Three Sugar Loaves on Ludgate Hill.
London, [7 March 1750.] Printed invoice, single sheet (19 x 10cm) engraved billhead, completed in manuscript, signed
by Barton at foot, old folds, small filing pinhole imperceptibly repaired, very good.

A scarce example of a mid-eighteenth century invoice for the purchase of sugar from a London grocer,
dated 1750 this bill records the sale of 1 treble loafe [of sugar] to a “Mr Bennet” by “John Barton grocer
at the Green cannister & Three Sugar Loaves on Ludgate Hill.” The growth in the availability of sugar
imported from plantations in the West Indies fuelled the eighteenth century increase in British
consumption of confectionary, cakes, ice cream and the addition of sugar to cordials, tea and coffee. The
engraved shop sign on the billhead displays a tea canister and three sugar loaves.
£450

DUTIES ON SUGAR IN GEORGE III’S
GERMAN KINGDOM

124. [SUGAR.] Wir Georg der Dritte, von
Gottes Gnaden, König von Gross-Britannien
... Fügen hiemit jedermänniglich zu wissen:
Demnach Uns Unsere getreue Prälaten ...
vorstellig gemachet, dass, obwohl ... auf jedes
Pfund Zucker generaliter 1 mgr. gesetzet
worden, dennoch solcher Abgift der ZuckerCandis nebst dem weissen Puder-Zucker
entzogen, und statt des ... Syrup der rohe
braune Zucker gebrauchet werden wolle ...
[Hanover? 1766.] Folio (21 x 32cm) [2]pp. on bifolium,
drop-head title, uncut & unbound as issued, fine.
Issued under the name of King George III of England
(1738-1820), dated at Hanover in Germany 3 May
1766, this separately-printed edict, in fine condition
on an uncut and unbound bifolium, concerns the
imposition of duties on sugar sold in his German
kingdoms, including mention of powdered, rock
sugar and molasses; also regulations resulting from an
incident of poisoning or adulteration of powdered
sugar. OCLC locates 1 copy only (Göttingen).
£450

ABOLITION OF SLAVERY IN FRENCH CARIBBEAN DEBATED

125. FORTIER, A. Des colonies françaises, ou
Lettres à M. Agénor de Gasparin ...
Paris. Ledoyen, libraire. [E. Duverger, imprimeur.] 1839.
First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 20.5cm) [2], 204pp., with halftitle & index, half-title browning, some light even toning in
the text, nineteenth century marbled paper wrapper, very
good.
First edition, rare, of this substantial collection of
letters discussing slavery and the plantation economy
in the French Caribbean. Addressed by A. Fortier to
the French statesman Agénor de Gasparin (18101871) it was intended as a response to his abolitionist
work Esclavage et traite (Paris, 1838). As a “membre du
conseil colonial de la Martinique” Fortier offers a
critique of the views of de Gasparin, ranging over
topics including working conditions of plantation
slaves, references to the population of Haiti and other
islands, mortality rates, opinions of the colonial
councils, the conferring of free citizenship to freed
slaves and the examination of different plans for introducing the emancipation of plantation slaves. The final
abolition of slavery in the French colonies did not
occur until April 1848.

OCLC locates only 4 copies (Bibliothèque nationale
de France; Keio University; National Library of Chile;
Howard University).
£550

Rare Books
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CARIBBEAN CHARITIES FOR THE POOR ON ISLAND OF SAINT-DOMINGUE

126. MOREAU DE SAINT-MÉRY, Médéric Louis Élie. Éloges de M. Turc de Castelveyre et de
M. Dolioules, fondateurs de deux hospices appelés Maisons de Providence, au Cap-Français,
isle Saint-Domingue ...
Paris, G. A. Rochette. 1790. First edition. 8vo (12 x 18cm) 40pp., very good, stab-sewn as issued in contemporary blue
paper wrapper.

The lawyer and civil servant Médéric Louis Élie Moreau de Saint-Méry (1750-1819) spent time on the
French Caribbean islands of Martinique and Saint-Domingue, writing a number of colonial ethnographic
works. He was admitted as a member of Parliament for Martinique. He fled France in 1789, setting up a
bookshop in Philadelphia. In this rare pamphlet he praises two founders of charities for the poor set up
on the island of Saint-Domingue. The first, Louis Turc de Castelveyre (1687-1755), known as Brother
Chrétien, set up a large institution at Cap-François for the education of orphans and housing of the old
and infirm. In 1741 he passed the management of the institution over the local government on the island.
The second biography included here is that of François Dolioules, a master freemason resident at CapFrançois, who bequeathed his house for the care of the poor women of the parish.
Bissainthe 7027. Not in Sabin. OCLC locates 2 copies only (American Philosophical Society;
Bibliothèque nationale de France).
£1250

Rare Books

SLAVERY CONDEMNED IN PRINCELY CONDUCT MANUAL

127. [SLAVERY.] Manuel pour les jeunes princes et pour les jeunes seigneurs destinés a
les entourer.
A Basle, chez Jean Schweighauser. 1775. First edition. 8vo (9.5 x 16.5cm) 307, [19]pp., with final errata leaf,
a very good copy in contemporary continental brocade paper-covered boards, all edges red, light wear to extremities.
First edition, a superior copy in contemporary floral gilt on red brocade paper-covered boards, of this
manual of European princely conduct. Printed at Basel in Switzerland, the preface indicates that the
book was prepared by a tutor to a young prince of the house of Fürstenberg. The conduct includes
extracts from Voltaire, fables, and extracts political, classical and philosophical, ranging over themes
including charity, generosity, justice, friendship and courtly behaviour. It is also noteworthy on
account of the inclusion of several abolitionist texts condemning slavery and the slave trade: “Discours
d’un nègre a un european”, a different text to that of the same name by Doigny Du Ponceau, and “De
la traite des negres”, decrying the slave trade as a violation of religious and moral law and all the
natural rights of humanity.
£750
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CARIBBEAN KITCHEN OF FRENCH GOVERNOR OF SAINT-DOMINGUE

128. [CREPINEL.] Dépence ordinaire et extraordinaire pour la maison de monsieur le
comte de Peignier, gouverneur général de St. Domingue ...
[St. Domingue, August 1789 - October 1790.] Autograph manuscript, signed off by Crepinel in numerous places,
in French, ink on paper. Large folio (27 x 37cm) c.185 pages of manuscript accounts in total, very good condition
in contemporary sturdy vellum, original cloth ties, speckled edges, light wear to extremities.

An extraordinary survival, this manuscript account book details the private expenditure of the French
governor of the Caribbean island of Saint Domingue Louis-Antoine de Thomassin de Peynier (17311809) between August 1789 and October 1790. Penned by his butler Crepinel it records principally
the purchases of food and drink for the household: beef, mutton, lamb, and pork; seafood including
oysters, crabs, turtles, lobster and river fish including pike; chicken, eggs, duck and pigeon; fruit and
vegetables including bananas, apples, pineapple, oranges, olives; pasta ( “macaronie et vermicel”) and
bread; milk and cheese; sugar and spices. Other expenses are recorded for necessaries including
carbon, candles and soap. Also noted are payments, food, shoes and clothing for the various slaves put
to work in different roles in the household: “paye une negresse pour la chambre ... soulier pour le
mulâtre ...” Other roles include “negre et negresse d’office ... valete ...” and the cook, described as
“negre de cuisine.” The costs are detailed meticulously and signed off in numerous places by Crepinel,
offering a valuable overview of both food prices and domestic servitude on the island at the end of the
eighteenth century just before the Haitian Revolution.
£9500
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CARIBBEAN TRADE, SLAVERY & THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

129. [BRULLEY, Augustin Jean.] Résultats de la Révolution quant au commerce, a la
marine et aux colonies. Apperçu de leur influence sur les forces et la prospérité de la
France.
Paris, Laurens aîné. [1794.] First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 20cm) 52pp., a fine copy in modern sponge-patterned boards
in period continental style, spine with leather label titled in gilt.

The results of the French Revolution on commerce, the navy and in particular the loss of trade on the
Caribbean island colony of Saint-Domingue are lamented in this economic survey. The question of
slavery is also discussed at length by the author, Augustin-Jean Brulley (1756-1827) commissioner from
Saint-Domingue to the National Convention. Noting the cessation in colonial trade, Brulley emphasises
that the prosperity of France more or less depends on the wealth brought from the Caribbean colonies,
imploring that the colonists of the island be able to take part in the drafting of laws relating to their
livelihoods.

Sabin 70120; Martin & Walter 5441; Bissainthe 7750. OCLC locates 5 copies only (British Library;
Bibliothèque nationale de France; Newberry Library; John Carter Brown Library; University of
Maryland).
£850
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RACIAL POLITICS ON SAINT-DOMINGUE VOTES FOR “HOMMES DE COULEUR LIBRES”

130. [SAINT-DOMINGUE.] Adresses de l’Assemblée provinciale du nord de SaintDomingue, du 15 juillet 1791 a l’Assemblée nationale, au Roi, aux 83 départemens, et au
directoire du département de la Gironde, sur le décret du 15 mai, en faveur des hommes de
couleur libres des colonies. Arreté de la même Assemblée, qui prend les hommes de
couleur sous sa protection spéciale. Lettres écrites par la même Assemblée, à ses députés,
pour accompagner l’envoi de ces adresses et arrêté.
Paris, de l’Imprimerie Nationale. 1791. First edition. 8vo (12 x 19cm) 29, [1]pp., a fine copy in modern spongepatterned boards in period continental style, spine with leather label titled in gilt.

This scarce pamphlet contains responses by the Assemblée provinciale du nord de Saint-Domingue, the French
Caribbean island colony now known as Haiti, regarding the decree by the Assemblée nationale of 15 May 1791
giving equal rights to “hommes de couleur libres”, defined here as people of colour born of free fathers and
mothers, to sit and vote in the colonial assemblies throughout the French colonies.

Bissainthe 4397; Martin & Walter 16290; Sabin 29564. OCLC locates 9 copies only (British Library;
Bibliothèque nationale de France; John Carter Brown Library; Cornell University; Columbia University;
New York Public Library; University of Maryland; University of California Berkeley; Yale University).
£750
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FRENCH CARIBBEAN COLONIES & LEGAL STATUS
OF “CITOYENS LIBRES-DE-COULEUR”

131. [JOLY, Étienne-Louis-Hector de.] Extrait du procès-verbal de l’Assemblée-générale
des citoyens libres-de-couleur, des isles & colonies françoises, constituée sous le titre de
Colons-américains. Du 31 octobre 1789.
[Paris?, 1789.] First edition. 8vo (12 x 19.5cm) 19, [1]pp., a fine copy in modern sponge-patterned boards in period
continental style, spine with leather label titled in gilt.

This rare pamphlet records a meeting of the l’Assemblée-générale des citoyens libres-de-couleur, the General
assembly of free citizens of colour of the French Caribbean islands and colonies, after having been
excluded from the right to vote, and therefore from having representatives at the French Assemblée
Constituante. The French barrister Étienne-Louis-Hector de Joly (1756-1837) a white barrister and
member of La Société des amis des Noirs, headed a deputation to the French National Assembly hoping to
reverse the decision and gain voting rights for free citizens of colour on the island of Saint-Domingue and
other French colonies.

Sabin 75118? Not traced in Bissainthe. OCLC locates 6 copies only (British Library; Bibliothèque
nationale de France; New York Historical Society; Howard University; Library Company of Philadelphia;
New York Public Library). Not traced in John Carter Brown Library online catalogue.
£850
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HAITIAN REVOLUTION & VOTING RIGHTS IN FRENCH CARIBBEAN

132. [JOLY, Étienne-Louis-Hector de.] Supplique et pétition des citoyens de couleur des isles
& colonies françoises, sur la motion faite le 27 novembre 1789, par M. De Curt, député de la
Guadeloupe, au nom des colonies réunies, tendante à faire nommer un comité des colonies,
composé de vingt membres, mi-partie de députés de villes maritimes & des manufactures, et
mi-partie de députeés des colonies, pour préparer toutes les matières qui peuvent être
relatives à ces possessions importantes ... Du 2 décembre 1789.
[Paris?, 1789.] First edition. 8vo (14 x 22cm) 21, [3]pp., drop-head title, a fine copy, including final blank, some edges
uncut, in modern sponge-patterned boards in period continental style, spine with leather label titled in gilt.

This petition of the “citoyens de couleur des isles & colonies françoises” bears the signatures of Étienne-LouisHector de Joly (1756-1837) a white barrister and member of La Société des amis des Noirs and Julien Raimond
(1744-1801), a free-born indigo planter of mixed race, the son of a French colonist and wealthy planter’s
daughter. A prosperous slave owner on Saint-Domingue, he became a prominent leader of the abolitionist
Société des amis des noirs. The petition complains that the proposals of M. de Curt, deputy of Guadeloupe, for
a twenty member colonial committee composed of colonists and merchants, exclude the free-born men of
colour of the colonies from voting and and laments that they have been forgotten. Their campaign led to the
introduction by the French legislature on 15 May 1791 of the right for free-born men of colour to vote in the
French colonies. The strong resistance provoked amongst white planters on Saint-Domingue was instrumental
in precipitating the Haitian Revolution

OCLC locates 8 copies only (British Library; Bibliothèque nationale de France; Howard University; Library
Company of Philadelphia; New York Public Library; National Library of Australia; University of Maryland;
Zentralbibliothek Zürich). Sabin 93815; Martin & Walter, Anonymes 38; Bissainthe 5401.
£950
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FUNDRAISING FOR FRENCH CARIBBEAN “CITOYENS DU COULEUR”

133. RAIMOND, Julien. Première lettre écrite dans la partie de l’Ouest. Paris, le 21 octobre
1791.
[Paris?, 1791.] First edition. 4to (19 x 25cm) 8pp., drop-head title, very good, in modern painted boards in period continental style, spine with leather label titled in gilt.

In Paris since 1784 to support the cause of “citoyens du couleur”, free-born citizens of colour in the French
Caribbean, Julien Raimond (1744-1801) was a free-born indigo planter of mixed race, the son of a French
colonist and wealthy planter’s daughter. A prosperous slave owner on Saint-Domingue, he became a
prominent leader of the abolitionist Société des amis des noirs. This rare pamphlet, printed in 1791, contains
details of his political activities and a plea for financial donations from his supporters, also detailing some
financial accounts. The campaign of Raimond and others had led to the introduction by the French legislature on 15 May 1791 of the right for wealthy free-born men of colour to vote in the French colonies. The
strong resistance provoked amongst white planters on Saint-Domingue was instrumental in precipitating the
Haitian Revolution, and before his death in 1801 Raimond had aligned himself with the revolutionary leader
François-Dominique Toussaint Louverture (1743-1803), serving on the committee that drew up a constitution for the self-government of the island.
Bissainthe 7547. OCLC locates 1 copy only (Bibliothèque nationale de France).

£1250
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CARIBBEAN COLONY OF SAINT-DOMINGUE & FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY POLITICS

134. CREUZÉ-DEFRESNE, Michel-Pascal. Conspiration contre la République, prouvée par
pièces officielles.
[Paris, Becquart. 1794.] First edition. 8vo (12 x 20cm) 35, [1]pp., drop-head title, very good, in modern spongepatterned boards in period continental style, spine with leather label titled in gilt.

Michel-Pascal Creuzé-Defresne (1736-1804), deputy of Vienne, criticizes the management of the French
Caribbean island colony of Saint-Domingue under Léger-Félicité Sonthonax (1763-1813) and Étienne
Polverel (1740-1795). He cites various laws instituted 4 April 1792, including legislation granting equal
rights to free citizens of colour on the island, and makes comments on whether the legislation has been
applied. There is much content concerning the rights of slaves, free citizens of colour, opposition from
colonists to the new legislation and details of the political management of the island.

Bissainthe 5282; Sabin 58983 (New York reprint). OCLC locates 4 copies only (British Library;
Bibliothèque nationale de France; Yale University; National Library of Australia).
£750
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FRENCH CARIBBEAN COLONY OF SAINT-DOMINGUE OFFICIAL SITUATION REPORT

135. LEBORGNE DE BOIGNE, Claude Pierre Joseph. Corps législatif. Conseil des
Cinq-Cents. Compte rendu par Leborgne, sur la situation actuelle de la colonie de
Saint-Domingue. Séance du 27 vendémiaire an 6.
[Paris, l’Imprimerie Nationale. 1797.] First edition. 8vo (12 x 20cm) 30pp., drop-head title, without final
blank, very good, in modern sponge-patterned boards in period continental style, spine with leather label titled
in gilt.

Claude Pierre Joseph Leborgne de Boigne (1764-1822) had been sent to the French Caribbean
island colony as secretary of the commission to enforce the laws on political equality for free born
citizens of colour that had been voted through in 1792. In 1797 he was elected deputy for SaintDomingue to the Council of Five Hundred. Here he provides an official report on the political
situation of on the island in 1797. In addition to comments on relations between the different
factions including white planters, slaves and free citizens of colour, the various militias and Spanish
and English interests, he also includes some economic details on indigo and sugar production.

Bissainthe 6541; Sabin 39611; Martin & Walter 19988. OCLC locates 3 copies only (British
Library; Bibliothèque nationale de France; University of Maryland). There are also 2 copies in the
John Carter Brown Library.
£750

